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ABSTRACT

An extensive literature review failed to uncover an adéquate operational définition of

dyslexia applicable to éducation. The prédominant fields of research that have

produced most of the studies on dyslexia are neurology, neurolinguistics and

genetics. Their perspectives were shown to be more pertinent to médical experts

than to teachers. The categorization of surface and deep dyslexia was shown to be

the best description of dyslexia in an educational context. The purpose of the présent

thesis was to develop a theoretical conceptual ffamework which describes a link

between dyslexia, a text-processing model and problem solving. This conceptual

fiamework was validated by three experts specializing in a spécifie field (either

cognitive psychology, dyslexia or teaching). The concept of problem solving was

based on information-processing théories in cognitive psychology. This fiamework

applies specifically to reading difficulties which are manifested by dyslexie children.
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RESUME

Une définition opérationnelle de la dyslexie qui est adéquate et pertinente à

l'éducation n'a pu être identifiée suite à une recension des écrits. Les études sur la

dyslexie se retrouvent principalement dans trois champs: la neurologie, la

neurolinguistique et la génétique. Les résultats de ces recherches cependant, se

limitent au domaine médical et ont peu d'utilité pour une enseignante ou un

enseignant. La classification de la dyslexie de surface et la dyslexie profonde est la

plus appropriée lorsque la dyslexie est définie comme trouble de lecture dans le

contexte de l'éducation. L'objectif de ce mémoire était de développer un cadre

conceptuel théorique dans lequel les troubles de lecture chez les enfants dyslexiques

sont dû à une difficulté en résolution de problèmes dans le traitement de

l'information. La validation du cadre conceptuel a été éxécuté à l'aide d'un expert

en psychologie cognitive, un expert en dyslexie et une enseignante. La perspective

de la résolution de problèmes provient du traitement de l'information en psychologie

cognitive. Le cadre conceptuel s'adresse uniquement aux troubles de lectures qui

sont manifestés par les enfants dyslexiques.
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INTRODUCTION

A 12 year-old child is entering his first year of high school and has just been

diagnosed by a psychologist as having dyslexia. The teacher has heard of dyslexia

but has never had a dyslexie child in her class. The child's parents have told the

teacher that their son has problems paying attention and has trouble reading. More

specifically, he has problems with his working memory which makes it difficult to

remember lists of items such as a grocery list. His parents also said that his IQ was

normal but his verbal IQ was much lower than his performance IQ. Although the

teacher is aware of these problems, she dœs not know how this information

translates into a classroom situation and therefore, dœs not know how to modify her

teaching methods.

Several tools which help to diagnose dyslexia are available but are not directly

related to difficulties experienced in an educational context such as reading

problems. Therefore, despite the prolific amount of resources available on dyslexia,

teaching methods for children stricken with this problem have proven to be

inadéquate (Estienne, 1989). These resources are much more adapted to clinical

applications such as a psychological approach of diagnosing leaming disabilities.



Furthermore, teachers do net possess adéquate training to deal with dyslexie children

in a classroom situation (Levet Reynaud, 1995). This may be due, in part, to the

abondance of research on dyslexia. A researcher wishing to know more about

dyslexia will find that he/she bas opened a Pandora's box. As a resuit, research on

dyslexia is considerably varied and several tenus bave been used to categorize sub

types (Cardinal, Cbristenson & Griffin, 1992; Duane, 1983; Rumsey & Hamburger,

1990). Several biological factors, usually a disturbance in tbe language centres of tbe

brain, bave also been identified as tbe causes of dyslexia (Galaburda, Rosen &

Sberman, 1989). Essentially, dyslexia can emerge as a resuit of several combinations

of tbese factors, and can be amplifïed due to tbe influence of tbe environment

(Galaburda et al, 1989). Tberefore, tbere seems to be no single cause for dyslexia.

Tbe object of tbe présent research is to propose an explicit conceptual framework

wbicb describes a link between dyslexia, a text-processing model and problem

solving so tbat it may eventually be suitable for a practical application in an

educational context. Tbe conceptual framework will be explicit in tbe sense tbat tbe

elements linking dyslexia to problem solving and text processing will be described in

great détail strictly from a tbeoretical perspective. Tbis will be done by presenting a

summary of tbe current research conducted in tbree différent fields (neurology,

neurolinguistics, and genetics) wbicb bave defined and explained dyslexia according

to tbeir own perspective. Tbe présent research will go beyond tbese perspectives



using information-processing théories in cognitive psychology as a theoretical

backdrop.
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CHAPTERI

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

This chapter introduces the concept of dyslexia by presenting a portrait of dyslexia.

This section is followed by a brief overview of language, which examines how it is

acquired along with a description of the cognitive processes of language and reading.

Next, dyslexia is described in fiirther détail by presenting the current research based

on the three principal theoretical approaches that study dyslexia (namely, neurology,

neurolinguistics and genetics), a description of the bottom-up/top-down models of

reading followed by a possible reading strategy. The following section présents

problem solving from a cognitive perspective. The text-processing model of reading

is presented in the fifth section followed by the last section which examines dyslexia

and text processing as problem solving. That is, dyslexia and text processing are

integrated using a problem-solving perspective to fiirther understand dyslexia ffom an

educational angle.



1. A Portrait of Dyslexia

The Leaming Disabilities Association of Canada bas defined dyslexia as "a disorder

manifested by difficulty in leaming to read despite conventional instmction, adéquate

intelligence and sociocultural opportunity" (LDAC, 1991; p. 1; Hynd & Cohen,

1983). This définition is currently used across Canada as its officiai définition.

However, this exclusionary définition states only what dyslexia is not, rather than

state the manifestations associated with dyslexia (Kamhi, 1992). Moreover, this

définition alone is not sufficient to help teachers suspect dyslexia in their classrooms.

Therefore, teachers are faced with the task of dealing with dyslexia without the

adéquate tools.

Another problem associated with defining dyslexia is the difficulty in pinpointing

spécifie characteristics of dyslexia due to the wide range of manifestations (reading,

writing and working memory problems, etc.). Within reading', two main catégories

of dyslexia tend to emerge. The first is surface dyslexia (Patterson, Marshall &

Coltheart, 1985) which describes children who have problems decoding the words

' Reading is privileged over writing and working memory in the présent
research since reading difficulties are the most prévalent manifestations in
dyslexies.



they are reading, yet they can basically understand the meaning. The second category

is called deep dyslexia (Coltheart, Patterson & Marshall, 1980) and refers to children

who are able to décodé written text but cannot understand what they are reading. In

between these two catégories is a continuum of manifestations including a

combination of both main catégories (deep and surface dyslexia), making it very

difficult for teachers to clearly recognize dyslexia. In fact, many of these

manifestations are very common among unafïlicted children, such as, spelling errors

and reading difficulties. Hence, dyslexia is an amplification and prolongation of

temporary problems common in young children.

A teacher wishing to perfect his or her knowledge on the topic of dyslexia may

consult numerous books and find several théories, some which even contradict

others. There are testing tools which identify dyslexia, along with the categorization

of deep and surface dyslexia. For instance, the Dyslexia Screening Instrument (The

Psychological Corporation, 1995) is designed to identify a "cluster" of characteristics

associated with dyslexia. However, it is not designed to pinpoint spécifie problems

in reading or other areas in leaming. There are no formai tools available (according

to the présent review) which can identify spécifie aspects of reading difficulties (such

as decoding and compréhension) for both deep and surface dyslexia.



In an educationai context, knowledge about the flinctions of the brain, of the impact

of neurolinguistics on dyslexia, and of the gene(s) responsible for the development of

dyslexia are not very helpful, yet most of the research on dyslexia has taken more of a

médical perspective (American Psychiatrie Association, 1987; Cardinal, et al., 1992;

Duane, 1983; Dubois-Charlier, 1976; Galaburda, et al., 1989; Gopnik, 1995; Surh,

1994). Despite the dense médical content of research on dyslexia, these approaches

must not be overlooked since they may provide dues which can be adapted to the

leaming environment to which dyslexie children are exposed. Another important

element which is closely tied to ail leaming disabilities is language. In the following

section a quick overview of language acquisition including the cognitive processes of

reading are presented.

2. Language

Language is a complex, abstract skill which is difficult to narrow down to one

spécifie définition. However, this section is important since dyslexia has very

important language undertones, in particular reading problems (Casalis & Lecocq,

1992). Brown (1965) has defined language as; "an arbitrary System of symbols which

taken together make it possible for a créature with limited powers of discrimination

and a limited memory to transmit and understand an infinité variety of messages and
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to do this in spite of noise and distraction" (p. 246). Considering the complexities of

language, it is not surprising that so many aspects of dyslexia remain unknown.

2.1 Language Acquisition

One of the greatest aspects of research on language acquisition bas yet to be

explained. That is, how différent leamers have relatively similar mental

représentations and cognitive processes despite dissimilar environments (Crain,

1994). In other words, individuals seem to leam, process and understand language in

a fairly predictable fashion even though the leaming contexts may be very différent.

This seems to support the statement made earlier that suggests that the biological

causes of dyslexia have a greater impact than the environment on the manifestations

of dyslexia. Therefore, language is relatively robust to contextual variations, such as

classroom size or teaching methods, in both normal and dyslexie individuals.

One explanation for this predictability in language development is the progression

through stages in order to achieve fluency. The processes by which language is

acquired are summarized in Table 1. Stem, Nice and Brown have each produced the

most developed stages of language acquisition which can be found in most textbooks

on this subject.
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Table 1

A summary of the five major language acquisition periods (Ingram, 1989)

Stage Age (vrs.)

1 Pre-linguistic development 0-1

n Single-word utterances 1-1.6

m First-word combinations 1-6.2

IV Simple sentences 6.3 and up

V Complex sentences over 6.3

Essentially, there are five stages of development (Ingram, 1989). The first is called

the prelinguistic development stage which usually occurs hetween the âges of 0 and 1

year. Within this period, a child can discriminate hetween his own language and a

foreign language followed by babbling and the utterance of his first words (Bloom,

1994). The second stage is called the single-word utterances which occurs hetween 1

and 1.6 years of âge. Word-spurts usually develop and progress to two-word phrases

and a télégraphie speech (Bloom, 1994). The next stage is the first-word

combinations hetween the âges of 1 and 6.2. Eventually, the two-word phrases end
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and the use of function words develops. The last two stages are the simple sentences

and the complex sentences in which fluency is developed from 6 years and up.

In order for language to develop normally through these stages, three components

must be présent in the developing child: phonology, syntax and semantics.

Phonology enables a child to produce sounds and rules to combine sounds into

words. Syntax consists of rules to order words into sentences. Semantics involves

the meaning or conceptualization of language (Stitch, Beck, Hauke, Kleiman &

James, 1974).

The fact that most children acquire natural language without spécial training is

remarkable (Crain, 1994). According to Chomsky (1959), language is too complex

to conform to pattems similar to other behaviours. Chomsky's (1964) classic study

on language acquisition proposes that we possess a language acquisition device

(LAD) which enables us to acquire an intemalized grammar for any language simply

by being exposed to language. Therefore, normal language development dépends

not only on an absence of genetic problems (such as dyslexia) but also on an

environment sufficiently rich to stimulate the child's development of language. For

instance, a classroom of children with little interaction and only emphasis on silent

reading, will not be exposed to language as much as a classroom which works in
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discussion groups and reads aloud. This coincides with Galaburda et al.'s (1989)

statement on the profound impact of the environment on the severity of dyslexia

Research on cases of environmental deprivation have shown that a child who is not

exposed to language before the âge of seven will probably never leam the language

fluently (Bloom, 1994). Despite the significance of Chomsky's research, the

application of the language acquisition devise (LAD) in an educational setting is

limited to its awareness since it is such an abstract concept. A more recent approach

describes language ffom a cognitive perspective. That is, language acquisition is

explained using the information-processing paradigm. This paradigm describes

children as information processors of linguistic information developing their skills of

processing to fluency (Bohannon, 1993). The latter approach recognizes that

language is not an accidentai process of assimilating information passively. Instead,

a child who is leaming language is involved in a complex processing task which is

dépendent on aspects such as his prior knowledge, his knowledge of stratégies and

the context of the situation (Bohannon, 1993; Fayol, 1992).

The présent research focuses on language as an information-processing System

because it can be applied to éducation very easily. That is, the structures of language

can be broken down into components easily observable in an educational context
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such as syntactic (units of language such as letters) and semantic (meaning)

processing. This overview provides a général description of language acquisition to

demonstrate how the normal development of language should progress. By studying

the cognitive processes of language and reading in the next section, a better

understanding of their fundamental meaning and use may be attained. Once these

important characteristics of language are understood, dyslexia may be described in

terms of language problems and more specifically as a reading problem. Reading

problems have been isolated since, as mentioned earlier, dyslexia consists of several

manifestations (refer to Figure 1) which are too vast to be discussed in the présent

thesis.

2.1.1 Cognitive Processes of Language and Reading

Language may be studied ffom several différent perspectives such as linguistics,

biology or cognition. The latter approach places emphasis on the mental processes

involved in perception, memory, and problem solving, to name a few (Rathus, 1987).

The cognitive perspective is divided into two main catégories. The fïrst involves

cognitive development such as the work done by Piaget in which aspects such as

language are described as part of the developmental process in leaming. The second

category studies cognition as an information-processing system. That is, the actual
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processes involved in perceiving, storing and retrieving information are of interest

(Rathus, 1987). Therefore, processes such as language are described similarly to the

way a computer fonctions. In this approach, an individual is defined as a problem

solver which bas produced the notion of problem solving. Section 4 provides a more

complété explanation of the problem-solving process. The information-processing

approach will be used to describe dyslexia. That is, the reading problems mentioned

earlier vvill be explained as an information-processing problem. This will enable us

to understand what aspects of a child's cognitive processes prevent him ffom reading

atext.

Cognitive research states that there are two types of knowledge in the mind;

déclarative knowledge and procédural knowledge (Mandler, 1983). Basically,

déclarative knowledge consists of knowledge about something, such as the

characteristics of a sentence (it has a subject, a verb and an object). Déclarative

knowledge can be broken down into propositions such as ("he is tall"). Procédural

knowledge consists of knowledge about how to do something, like how to use a

sentence (what order to place the subject, verb and object). This type of knowledge

relies on production rules (If-Then rules) (Kieras, 1990). For instance, if the subject

is singular (he) then the verb is singular (sits).
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Both déclarative and procédural knowledge are organized in memory. Their

structure and content dépend on conceptual représentations. That is, how the

individual interprets this information. From a cognitive perspective, language

acquisition dépends on the development of skills used to represent conceptualizations

(Stitch et al., 1974). Therefore, language is used to communicate conceptualizations

which are integrated with prior knowledge in long-term memory to form an

organized base of conceptual elements. These conceptual elements may then be

retrieved during conceptualization as a basis for producing new sentences (Stitch et

al., 1974). How conceptualization affects reading is as follows: the original form of a

sentence is stored for a short period until compréhension occurs. Once semantic

interprétation (conceptualization) is made, the meaning is retained in memory, not

the linguistic sentence (Stitch et al., 1974). Considering the complexity of this

processing, it is not surprising that children who have reading problems cannot

conceptualize information adequately.

So far, language acquisition and the cognitive processes involved in language have

been presented along with the basic processes of reading. These sections have shown

that a considérable effort is required for a child to develop normal language and

reading skills. Environmental deprivation (such as inadéquate schooling) or

biological factors (such as dyslexia) will invariably affect normal development to
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varying degrees. Section 3 présents dyslexia with an emphasis on reading problems

followed by a description of the current research on dyslexia. Next the bottom-

up/top-down models will be explained including a possible reading straiegy aimed at

reading problems in dyslexies.

3. Dyslexia

The term dyslexia was first coined in the 1870's (GrifKn, 1992; Kamhi, 1992).

Hinshelwood elaborated on this word equating it with "word-blindness" and

considered it to be a disorder of the cérébral visual centres (Hinshelwood, 1896). In

1925, Orton made two important discoveries conceming the characteristics of

dyslexia. First, he noted that letter reversais occur without severe neurological

problems and secondly that dyslexies' intelligence scores do not correlate vrith their

reading ability (Orton, 1925). Other leaming difficulties, such as aphasia/dysphasia,

dysgraphia and anomia/dysnomia should not be confused with dyslexia. Aphasia

also known as dysphasia, consists of an impaired acquisition of spoken language,

while dysgraphia represents an impaired acquisition of writing and/or spelling (Marris

& Coltheart, 1986a), and anomia refers to a difficulty in producing the correct word

to identify something (Marris & Coltheart, 1986b). The term dyslexia has taken on

varions meanings and has been used as a label for practically any type of reading
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problem. For instance, alexia usually refers to acquired dyslexia (Harris & Coltheart,

1986b) as opposed to developmentai dyslexia (terms which will be further explained

below). Griffin (1992) contends that this confiision developed from the exclusionary

form of its defïnition(s). That is, its form excludes factors rather than includes them.

The following définition states that: Dyslexia is identified as a disorder expressed as a

difficulty in leaming to read which is not the resuit of factors such as lower

intelligence, inadéquate instruction, poor vision or hearing or low sociocultural

opportunity (Hynd & Cohen, 1983; Leaming Disabilities of Canada, 1991). This

définition resembles the one presented in the first section of this chapter. More

precisely, The World Fédération of Neurology has derived a broad and formai

définition of dyslexia, which is officially recognized by many dyslexia associations

such as the Leaming Disabilities Association of Canada (LDAD, 1991).

Dyslexia is defined as:

A disorder manifested by difficulty in leaming to read despite
conventional instmction, adéquate intelligence and sociocultural
opportunity. It is dépendent upon cognitive disabilities which are
firequently of constitutional origin (p. 10).

A dyslexie is a child who is normal or above at least in non-verbal IQ,
2 years behind in reading achievement and with a reading disability
that is not explained primarily by social, économie, motivation, or
emotional factors (p. 180).
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Unfortunately, according to Kamhi (1992), the exclusionary nature of this définition

may oniy help us détermine what dyslexia is not by contrasting it with other obstacles

such as low sociocultural opportunity (non-specific reading disability). Also,

individuals who corne from low socio-economic backgrounds or bave visual or

auditory déficits cannot be diagnosed using this définition. Furthermore, this

interprétation of dyslexia is based on a difficulty in leaming to read. Thus, children

must fail academically in order to be identified as dyslexie. Therefore, this définition

does not allow for early détection (Kamhi, 1992). Since this définition is

exclusionary, it fails to focus on the characteristics of dyslexia as a spécifie reading

disability^ (Griffm, 1992). It only allows us to distinguish between spécifie (dyslexia)

and non-specific reading disabilities such as other reading problems which cannot be

labelled dyslexia.

The Diagnostic and Statistical Manual III-R (American Psychiatrie Association,

1987) also describes dyslexia as a spécifie reading disability, but the use of this

classification is restricted primarily to médical (psychiatrie and psychological)

^ A spécifie reading disability is considered "a déficit in an individuai's ability to
process the symbols of written language caused by a minimum brain
dysftmction or differential brain flinction leading to problems in reading,
writing, and spelling" (Griffin, 1992; p. 111).
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environments. For instance, il is defmed as a developmental reading disorder in

which:

déficits in expressive language and speech discrimination are usually
présent, and may be severe enough to warrant the additional diagnosis
of developmental expressive or réceptive language disorder (p. 43).

This manual describes the physiological déficits présent in dyslexia. However, its

descriptions do not relate to spécifie problems which appear in a leaming context

such as problems reading unfamiliar words.

Cardinal, et al. (1992) distinguish dyslexia firom général (non-specific) reading

disabilities, They state that général problems cause non-specific reading disabilities

(non-dyslexia) and dœoding problems are the source of spécifie reading disabilities

such as dyslexia. Thus, their définition of dyslexia implies the involvement of a

spécifie neurological dysfimction: decoding.

Although certain aspects of these définitions are useful to an educational perspective,

such as reading difficulties and decoding problems, an inclusionary définition is

required which describes particular abilities and disabilities which are characteristic

of dyslexia (Kamhi, 1992). This définition should focus on général language déficits

and information-processing problems (Kamhi, 1992).
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The following categorization of dyslexia is more pertinent to the problems which

surface in an educational setting and takes into account the éléments suggested by

Kamhi. This categorization bas since been dissected into varions sub-components.

Two main branches were introduced by Marshall and Newcombe (1973) in their

classic article on acquired dyslexia and are currently used for both acquired and

developmental dyslexia, namely, surface dyslexia (Patterson et al, 1985) and deep

dyslexia (Coltheart et al., 1980). Surface dyslexia refers to a decoding problem. That

is, a difficulty in decoding the written words of a text. However, the semantic

compréhension of the text is not usually hampered, therefore surface dyslexies can

often guess what is written based on the général context of the story. Deep dyslexies

have little or no difficulty decoding the words of a text but cannot understand what

they are reading. Therefore, their semantic compréhension is déficient.

Phonological dyslexia is a term which is often used instead of deep dyslexia but

emphasizes the phonological aspects of words (Seymour, 1986; Shallice &

Warrington, 1975). However, for the pxupose of the présent thesis, the categorization

of dyslexia will be limited to deep and surface dyslexia since they both pertain to the

decoding aspects of reading. Letter reversais (contrary to popular belief) are quite

rare. Griffin (1992) argues that letter reversai has been erroneously identified as the
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key characteristic of dyslexia by lay-people. However, when letter reversais appear

they are usually only présent in surface dyslexies. Letter reversai will not be

discussed in this thesis since it is a minor manifestation which occurs very rarely.

Figure 1 présents a proposed description of the relation of dyslexia to neighbouring

factors such as biological factors, the environmental filter, motor co-ordination, and

balance, as well as the common types of manifestations which stem from dyslexia are

described. Appendix A provides a brief définition of each of these terms.

acquired

surface deep

cause:

engins--—

"  ̂ --symptoms-

type

poor balance otherDYSLEXIA poor motor

coordination

environmental

filter

manifestations

otherworking memoiy
oroblems

spellmg
problems

reading
problems

Figure 1; A schematic diagram of dyslexia: its origins, causes and manifestations (N.B.
Terms highlighted by a bold ellipse identify the focus of the présent research.)
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The initial onset of both surface and deep dyslexia may be acquired or

developmental. Acquired dyslexia "refers to the loss of a reading skill already fully

developed" (Quin & Macauslan, 1988; p. 188). This type of dyslexia usually occurs

after an accident causing brain damage to the language centres of the brain (Bellugi,

Tzeng, Klima & Fok, 1989; Seidenberg & McClelland, 1989). Reading skills, which

were previously acquired in a normal way, are lost. Thus, prior to an accident of this

type, a child or adult would show no difficulties in reading and writing. After the

accident, the individual could no longer read or spell and would exhibit the

manifestations of dyslexia.

Developmental dyslexia refers to "the failure of the reading ability of a child to

develop normally due to the effects of some illness or trauma" (Quin & Macauslan,

1988; p. 189). Developmental dyslexia manifests itself through the development of

the child and alters the development of areas such as writing and spelling (Bellugi, et

al., 1989; Seidenberg & McClelland, 1989). Therefore, both onsets of dyslexia,

acquired and developmental, are a symptom that is the resuit of a disease or a trauma;

hence the relevance of the médical research. Developmental dyslexia is much more

common than acquired dyslexia, thus the following references to dyslexia will apply

to developmental dyslexia exclusively, unless otherwise specifîed.
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According to Quin and Macauslan (1988), dyslexia is a symptom which anses due to

several causes that are either environmental aione or biological alone or both

together. However, based on the overwhelming evidence on the prevalence of

biological causes, it seems unlikely that the environment could play an equal rôle to

biology. In other words, it seems unlikely that distractions caused by noisy

classrooms or the teacher speaking too fast would have the same négative impact as a

brain lésion. On the other hand, the impact of the environment on dyslexia should

not be disregarded. Galaburda, et al. (1989) consider that the environment can have

a profound effect on the severity of the expression of dyslexia.

Quin and Macauslan (1988) do not elaborate on how the environment alone may

cause dyslexia. Therefore, it seems more plausible that the environment be

considered a filter through which the symptoms of dyslexia are either amplified or

diminished. Thus, a more likely explanation would be that biological causes occur

due to acquired or developmental factors, which are then filtered through an

environmental influence producing symptoms such as dyslexia. It has even been

suggested that the environment may cause physical and physiological reactions in the

brain (Duane, 1983). Environmental influences which may amplify dyslexie

symptoms may be noisy classrooms with continuons distractions such as children

asking questions ont loud during an exercise or test.
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Biological causes are usually rooted in the language centres of the brain and generally

create decoding problems in the acquisition and use of written and spoken language

(Cardinal, et aJ., 1992; Christenson, Griffin & Wesson, 1990). Therefore, a surface

dyslexie child leaming to read may falter in the decoding process of identilying

words. Very often, these children will attempt to solve the reading problem by

guessing words based on the context of the story. For instance, if the sentence, "the

cat sat on the mat" is presented, they may interpret "the cat is on the carpet" by

looking at a picture with a cat sitting on a carpet. This word-substitution strategy

^makes identilying surface dyslexia more difficult unless the child is observed

scrupulously.

In light of the above categorization of dyslexia, the définition previously presented by

the Leaming Disabilities Association of Canada dœs not recognize the variations in

dyslexia (acquired and developmental onset; surface and deep types). As a resuit, the

term dyslexia has been stretched to apply to any child having problems in basic

^A "Strategy" refers to a reading strategy such as decoding (syllable-by-
syllable) which helps to read a text. In a problem-solving context, a
strategy also refers to reading stratégies which help the problem-solving
process of reading.
* "A disorder manifested by difficulty in leaming to read despite conventional
instmction, adéquate intelligence and sociocultural opportunity" (LDAC,
1991; p.l).
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literacy skills such as spelling and writing (Quin & Macauslan, 1986). Dyslexia is

primarily a language problem (Galaburda, et al., 1989), involving mainly reading and

writing, which usually shows itself through either decoding probleras (surface

dyslexia) or compréhension problems (deep dyslexia) (Casalis & Lecocq, 1992).

Both types of dyslexia produce reading problems (decoding or compréhension).

Therefore, reading is not a simple task for dyslexies since words are not read

effortlessly. There are obstacles which inhibit normal reading such as complicated,

unfamiliar words which are quite debilitating for the dyslexie child.

Reading and writing may be identified as types of problem-solving tasks^. The

success of these tasks dépends on how effective the stratégies are. Simple tasks

require basic problem-solving stratégies such as word récognition, which, for most

readers is fairly automatic. However, a more complicated task may be more diflficult

to accomplish and require a more conscious use of problem-solving stratégies. These

individuals may be leaming or having problems leaming (such as dyslexies) or may

even be an expert reader faced with an exceptionally complicated text. In the task of

reading, a child must look at the letters, identify groups of letters which make words.

^ Problem solving tasks refer to tasks in which an individual cannot
immediately fînd a solution to reach a desired goal with the presence of
constraints established by an initial set of information.
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then he or she must interpret the meaning of these words and what the author

intended to say (Giasson & Thériault, 1983).

Any child in grade 1 who is leaming to read faces an enormous challenge in

conducting this problem-solving task. A child with dyslexia in grade 1 who is

leaming to read, either has problems decoding the words and letters properly, or has

problems understanding the story and anticipating what will happen next. Therefore,

a cmcial link in this problem-solving task is missing in the dyslexie child, without

which he or she faces an impossible challenge in leaming to read, this will be further

elaborated in Section 4.

This section presented a général description of the characteristics of dyslexia. It

seems clear that there are several debates as to what these characteristics are, whether

they be anatomical or environmental, tangible or intangible. The most important

aspect of this section, which is directly applicable to éducation, is the categorization

of deep and surface dyslexia. Although the description of dyslexia as either deep or

surface pertain directly to reading problems in éducation, most research on this topic

has focused on the médical aspects. The following section describes the main

currents of research in these fields and emphasizes the fact that dyslexia must be
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understood as a leaming problem which emerges in the classroom not only as a

genetic flaw.

3.1 Current Research on Dyslexia

Several théories bave been developed to help explain the causes of dyslexia. This

section présents, the neurological approach, the neurolinguistic approach and the

genetic approach. Each approach is accompanied by its own interprétation of the

causes and characteristics of dyslexia.

The neurological approach identifies spécifie areas in the brain related to the

différent types of dyslexia such as the motor cortex, the planum temporales, as well

as the theory of hemisphere dominance and processing (Cardinal et al., 1992;

Galaburda et al, 1989). Neurolinguists recognize dyslexia as an impaired language

ability which stems from the brain; hence the biological cause is also emphasized.

The study of the genetic causes of dyslexia encompasses many areas such as gene

mapping, DNA replication, and twin studies (Gopnik, 1995; Surh, 1994). In a review

of twin studies (DeFries, Gillis & Wadsworth, 1993), reading déficits were shown to

have a strong heritable basis; the aetiology of these reading disabilities apparently
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difFers according to gender, and finally, there was a higher concordance between

identical twins (maie and female) than between fratemal twins.

Despite the médical content of these approaches on dyslexia, certain aspects are

relevant to éducation and in particular to reading. As previously mentioned in

Section 1 of this chapter, dyslexia is manifested through problems such as reading.

The influence of the environment on dyslexia should not be disregarded since normal

reading acquisition relies on extemal factors such as teachers and books. However,

the genetic influence remains extremely important due to significant physiological

différences in areas of the brain (Galaburda et al., 1989). Therefore, these results

seem to indicate that both the environment and heredity together, détermine the

presence and intensity of dyslexia.

As early as the mid-1920s, dyslexia was related to problems in the brain (Orton,

1925). Orton stated in 1937 that "improper/inconsistent referral to brain hemisphere

memory storage could produce reading or writing reversais of letters and letters in

words" (Orton, 1937, p. 50). Evidently, Orton recognized that dyslexia resulted in

decoding problems although the spécifie difficulties have been fine-tuned since the

1930's. Dyslexia would not be recognized until décades later, but was pioneered by

this man who called it "word-blindness".
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According to neurophysiological research (a branch of neurology), there are two

cognitive processes for decoding (recognizing words) and encoding (spelling from

dictation). They are phonetic decoding and eidetic decoding (Christenson et al.,

1990). Phonetic decoding refers to the process of sounding ont unfamiliar words in

order to read them (e.g. a-ban-don). Eidetic decoding requires an ability to process

familiar words which are spelled irregularly or cannot be sounded out phonetically

(e.g. though). Therefore, these two decoding processes are probably developed as a

resuit of genetic prédisposition and the influence of the environment surrounding an

individual.

Christenson et al. (1990) have identified another aspect of the neurological approach

which is related to an educational setting. This aspect involves the direct diagnosis of

dyslexia. They have presented three ways to diagnose dyslexia, the exclusionary

diagnosis (presented earlier), the indirect diagnosis and the direct diagnosis. The first

method, called the exclusionary diagnosis, requires that non-specific reading

disability factors, such as low IQ and sociocultural deprivation, be ruled out; but

unfortunately, this does not recognize the différent types of dyslexia. The second

method, which is the indirect diagnosis, spécifiés that "neurological soft signs" be

manifested (ex. finger agnosia with reading failure) and may imply using the WISC-

R to compare the verbal and non-verbal scores.
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Finally, the direct diagnosis enables us to identify the différent types of dyslexia and

examines the decoding and encoding processes. The latter is the method

recommended by Christenson et al. (1990) and also appears to be the most pertinent

in an educational setting since decoding difficulties may be identified in tasks such as

reading. Therefore, certain aspects of neurology may be transposed to éducation,

such as the link between decoding and the brain, in order to understand and diagnose

dyslexia.

The purpose of this section was to survey the literature of the three main approaches

which presently study dyslexia in order to recognize the developments in research. In

doing so, the factors ffom these approaches that relate to éducation, such as the

decoding of language and the direct diagnosis, may be applied to form a diagnostic

interprétation of dyslexia in an educational setting. The following section describes

the bottom-up\top-down models of reading which are applied as teaching methods to

leam how to read (Adams & Starr, 1982; Giasson & Thériault, 1983). The emphasis

of these models is on two important aspects which are also the essence of reading

difficulties in dyslexies; decoding and compréhension.
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3.2 The Bottoin-up\Top-down Models

This section refers to two important reading models, the bottom-up and top-down

models. First, a brief history of the trends in teaching using these models is

presented. Next, a thorough description of both models is presented.

The bottom-up and top-down models bave been applied by teachers in a classroom

situation to teach reading. Thus, teaching methods have been developed which are

based on the bottom-up and top-down models. Giasson and Thériault (1983) have

summarized the development of these teaching methods and have identified three

trends. The first trend emerged in the beginning of the century with the development

of the bottom-up method. The bottom-up process consists of decoding the words

first, then proceeding to the semantic compréhension of the text. Students were

required to master the letters before attempting the syllables. Thus, progression was

very slow. In order to evaluate this progression, reading out-loud was common

practice as well as emphasising prononciation, intonation, ponctuation and the flow

between words. This version of the bottom-up teaching method continued through

the 1970's.
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By the 1950's, the top-down method emerged. The top-down method faveurs the

semantic compréhension of a text with a progression towards the decoding of words.

The type of text, its goals, as well as the importance of reading, were al! taught along

with the text. More emphasis was also placed on the phonetic aspects of reading and

compréhension^. The last trend, which began in the 1980's, also used the top-down

method but placed spécifie emphasis on the fimctions of oral and written language, as

well as the différent types of discourses (Giasson 8c Thériault, 1983). Since the

1980's a new teaching method has integrated both the bottom-up and top-down

methods to form the interactive model. The latter method adjusts emphasis on the

decoding and compréhension based on the needs of the child. Not surprisingly, this

approach has gained immense popularity (Adam & Starr, 1982; Giasson & Thériault,

1983).

Both the bottom-up and top-down teaching methods in reading have been criticized

for their partiality (Adams & Starr, 1982). That is, only one aspect of reading is

accentuated, either the code or compréhension. Children who do not présent reading

difficulties tend to benefit ffom the well-rounded approach of the interactive method.

These processes have generally been used in an educational setting as two methods

' Phonemes refer to the smallest units of sound which can be vocalized such as

"a", "e", "oo", etc.
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that oppose each other. That is, teaching has either emphasized the syntactic

decoding of letters in the process of leaming to read (bottom-up approach) or

emphasized the semantic compréhension of a text (top-down approach). It is likely

that général reading compréhension requires the use of "bottom up" and "top down"

processes simultaneously (Rogers, 1986) which is referred to as the interactive

approach. The following section will présent a possible reading strategy (proposed

by Lecocq, 1991 ) based on the bottom-up\top-down methods of teaching reading.

3.2.1 A Possible Reading Strategy for Dyslexia

The bottom-up and top-down methods of teaching reading are presented in this

section as a possible leaming strategy for dyslexie children. This theory, relevant to

the educational field, has been proposed by Lecocq (1991) and involves the use of the

bottom-up and top-down methods as a reading strategy. This theory will be

discussed in the following paragraphs to demonstrate that, although they may appear

effective, the stratégies used are more of a "quick fix" which focus on the wrong

problem. Section 4 on problem solving will explain in fiirther détail why it is

important to understand reading difificulties before applying a strategy.
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Considering that deep dyslexia and surface dyslexia represent problems in

compréhension and in decoding units of text a hypothesis can be presented which

intégrâtes the bottom-up and top-down methods with dyslexia (Lecocq, 1991).

Essentially, Lecocq's hypothesis suggests that deep dyslexies could benefit from a

teaching strategy of reading which focuses on the letters, syllables and words of a

text; that is, a bottom-up approach. Surface dyslexies could thus benefit from a

teaching strategy focusing on the meaning of a text using a top-down approach.

Figure 2 shows the similarities between the top-down and bottom-up models and

dyslexia.

Top-down

emphasis on
semantic meaning

emphasis on
decoding of
syntactic units

Bottom-up

Surface dyslexia

good understanding
poor deœding

good decoding
poor understanding

Deep dyslexia

Figure 2; A comparison between the bottom-up and top-down models and dyslexia

^ Deep dyslexia consists of diffîculties understanding a text without problems
decoding. Surface dyslexia represents difficulties decoding a text while being
able to understand its meaning.
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Ultimately, Lecocq's (1991) hypothesis proposes a practical application in an

educational setting. It was previously stated that the bottom-up and top-down

teaching methods for reading have been used for décades. Therefore, reading

exercises using these approaches are in abondance in old textbooks. Annexe B

shows and example of an exercise using the bottom-up approach and Annexe C

shows the use of a top-down approach.

In order to apply either method effectively, the teacher must know two things: first,

who among the students is dyslexie and second, what type of dyslexia does the

student have, deep or surface. Once this is established, reading may be taught in a

way that is adapted to these dyslexie children. A spécifie example of how to apply

the bottom-up method to deep dyslexies is as follows. The teacher must begin with

the decoding of the text starting with the letters, syllables, then words (see Annexe

B). Once the child can décodé effectively, he/she can read more ffeely and listen to

the text. By doing so, the child can get a better grasp of the meaning. Hence, reading

progresses ffom decoding to compréhension.

Using the top-down method, surface dyslexies begin with the compréhension of the

text. The teacher does this by asking what will happen next in the story to encourage

anticipation using the pictures from the text. Once the child has developed an idea of
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the meaning of the story, the decoding should be easier, since the meaning acts as a

regulator for the decoding process. That is, increase the meaning and the decoding

should be facilitated.

One important aspect which must not be forgotten is the fact that these are children

sufFering ffom leaming disabilities. Therefore, in applying these methods, the

teacher would have to adjust herselCTiimself to the needs of these children and avoid

such teaching methods as the lecture, in which there is little interaction between the

student and the teacher. This approach would require more interaction between the

student and the teacher than the traditional application of bottom-up or top-down

methods.

Although these teaching methods may be effective leaming stratégies, they may not

reach the root of the problem by addressing the decoding problems suffered by

surface dyslexies and compréhension problems suffered by deep dyslexies. That is,

neither of these approaches can assess whether the child has understood what is

required of him or how to interpret basic units in the text. Placing emphasis on the

code using the bottom-up approach for deep dyslexies, may increase their ability to

décodé by practising over and over. However, their transition ffom code to

compréhension may not be easy. Likewise, surface dyslexies may not progress from
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compréhension to code veiy easily with the top-down approach. More needs to be

understood about how text is processed and the problem-solving stratégies used to

move from one process to another.

In the classroom, the teacher must have appropriate tools to help both surface and

deep dyslexies. However, not ail the aspects affecting dyslexia have been addressed.

Problem solving and text processing are two elements in information processing

which can describe the reading process présent in dyslexia. Without ail these aspects,

which describe dyslexia in an educational context, no tool can be developed which

has the teacher and student in mind. The problem-solving process will be fiirther

elaborated in the next section as a perspective on reading and reading diflficulties

pertinent to éducation and which recognizes dyslexia as an information-processing

problem.

4. Problem Solving

In Section 2, several processes were identified as part of the cognitive tasks involved

in acquiring and using language. The bottom-up\top-down models were also targeted

as an important element of language, particularly in reading. This section élaborâtes

on the concept of problem solving but will restrict its focus to reading.
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Traditionally, problem solving was considered a task which was used mostly in well

defined domains, such as mathematics and science. However, exercises such as; "if I

have two apples and I buy four more, how many do I have now?", are often

erroneously labelled as problem-solving tasks (Tardif, 1992). In addition, problem

solving need not be restricted to tasks with a mathematical or scientific content.

Leaming to read may also be interpreted as a problem-solving activity since, a child

is faced with a group of letters with which he/she must make some sense as well as

understand the meaning of the text.

A problem appears when an individual fïnds himself in a situation in which he or she

wishes to do something but dœsn't know exactly how to do it (Newell &. Simon,

1972). Or more specifically, a problem can be defined as a task in which an

individual caimot immediately find a solution to reach a desired goal with the

presence of constraints established by an initial set of information (Cavemi, Nguyen-

Xuan, Hoc & Politzer, 1990). Problem solving consists of actively seeking a solution

to reach this goal by attempting varions stratégies (Jonnaert, 1994). Therefore, a

well-defîned problem includes an initial state, a goal and a limited set of operators to

transform the situation (Greeno, 1977). When faced with a task, the problem solver

represents the situation in terms of a problem space which consists of the goal state,

the starting state and ail possible solution paths which enable him to reach the goal
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(Newell & Simon, 1972; Simon, 1978). The structure of the task environment

influences the structure of the problem space, which in tum influences the possible

stratégies used for solving the problem (Simon, 1978).

The processes of problem solving can be broken down to indicate the functions of

each process (see Figure 3). Reading will be used to contextualize each of these

processes. Although these processes are presented in a linear fashion, they may occur

in any order in an actual problem-solving task (Jonnaert, 1994).

Représentation
of situation

Initial Strategy Hésitation Goal
State

lepresentation
of goal

Figure 3: A représentation of the problem-solving process (Joimaert, 1994)

According to Schoenfeld (1989), there are six steps which occur in the problem-

solving process. They are 1 ) read the problem; 2) analyze the problem; 3) search for

possible solutions; 4) plan one or several stratégies to solve the problem; 5) apply the

solution(s); 6) check the soIution(s).
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The six steps to problem solving presented above occur within the problem-solving

process described in Figure 3. However, these steps are not locked into a spécifie

process. For instance, the first step (reading the problem) may reoccur in the

hésitation process of solving the problem.

By interpreting reading as a problem-solving task, the spécifie steps outlined by

Schoenfeld (1989) do not apply entirely (such as reading the problem or analyzing

the problem) but were presented above in order to give a brief description of

traditional steps involved in solving a problem. However, Jonnaert's (1994)

description of the général problem-solving process are very pertinent to reading and

will be fuither elaborated below.

In order to perform a problem-solving task, there must be a situation or initial state

which must be changed. For instance, a child may be handed a book which he must

read in class. From this initial state, the child forms a mental représentation of the

situation shaped by his prior knowledge, such as a feeling of fear that he will not

succeed. The child's représentation of the situation involves three factors (Jonnaert,

1994); First, he must understand the problem, that is, know what he/ is expected to

do, such as read a sentence. Second, the status of the problem must be established,

such as how many variables are unknown and what information is available. The
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child may know the context of the stoiy and may be familiar with several words in

the sentence, but he must aiso be aware that there are unknown words, events and

information which he must discover. Finally, a question must be formulated which

addresses these unknown variables. That is, what variables the child must discover in

order to solve the problem. Therefore, using the context of the story and the words

that are familiar to him may help him anticipate the unknown words, as well as

decoding each word.

The child also forms a mental représentation of the goal that he must reach, such as

reading without making any mistakes, reading to make sense, to solve a problem or

to acquire information for other tasks. To accomplish this, one or several hypothèses

must be formulated. In a reading task, hypothèses are generated in order to

successfully understand sentences and ultimately the text. These hypothèses are

usually formed by anticipating what will come next. Each hypothesis developed by

the child will be tested using différent stratégies to see if the prédictions are accurate.

It is important however, that inaccurate hypothèses not be rejected completely, since

they may be used to verify new alternatives which may appear further in the story.

This process resembles backward reasoning in which a hypothesis is verifïed and is

replaced by a new one until the correct one is found. Once a représentation of the
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problem is shaped by the child, he will attempt différent strategies(either général

stratégies such as backward reasoning or spécifie stratégies, such as reading only

headings in a bock; Gagné, 1985) in order to reach bis goal.

Stratégies which pertain directly to reading compréhension include a) focusing on

critical information (by activating pertinent prior knowledge or predicting), b)

elaborating information in the text (by summarizing or imagining), and c)

monitoring compréhension (by questioning to verify compréhension) (Ellis, 1989).

For instance, the child might try pronouncing every syllable to get each word correct,

then realize that anticipating what comes next allows him to go faster. Hence, he wâll

try several stratégies until he finds one that brings him to his perceived goal: to read

as fast as possible or to read every word correctly. Although the emphasis of

teaching problem-solving stratégies helps students develop their thinking processes

and helps compréhension (Palincsar & Brown, 1987), there is also a need to first

establish what aspects of the problem (in particular the représentation of the problem

and goal) the dyslexie child does not understand before teaching these stratégies.

According to Newell & Simon (1972), the représentation of the problem is much

more important than the process of using stratégies to solve the problem since this is

the phase where the compréhension of the problem is established. Furthermore, in a
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classroom situation, children have been found to présent more difficulties

representing the initial state and goal of a problem than applying the appropriate

problem-solving stratégies (P. Jonnaert, personal communication, April 20,1995).

Yet, teachers tend to emphasize the development of stratégies or "tricks" to help

solve a problem without evaluating whether the children understand what they are

doing (Jonnaert, 1994).

A child does not necessarily need to understand the purpose of reading when he is

first read to or even when he begins reading. However, when he is reading in school

and begins to write, his cognitive development should include an understanding of

the purpose of reading: to understand (Pallascio, 1992). Therefore, not only must a

child develop decoding and compréhension abilities related to reading, he must

develop a metacognitive awareness of the process of problem solving, particularly his

représentation of the initial problem and goal. In a study on problem solving in

electronics, Bédard (1993) states that the problem solver should have a good

understanding of the task before attempting to solve it.

Dyslexie children are also faced with these challenges but do not succeed as well as

normal readers (Casalis & Lecocq, 1992). In other words, by interpreting reading as

a problem-solving process, dyslexia (in terms of reading difficulties) may be defined
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as a problem-solving déficit which hampers reading. Therefore, difficulties in the

problem-solving process need to be analyzed and understood before teaching

problem-solving stratégies. These problem-solving difficulties must be kept in mind

when deriving a more complété portrait of dyslexia in terms of éducation.

Identifying difficulties in the problem-solving process will be explained in the

following section on text processing based on research which indicates that semantic

networks are the cognitive structure which underlies text processing and reflects the

individual's (in this case dyslexie children's) représentation of problems (Bédard,

1993; Frederiksen & Breuleux, 1990; Greeno, 1977).

5. A Text-Processing Model

Several information-processing models have been developed which describe the

reading process. Ellis (1985; 1989; 1994a; 1994b; Ellis, Deshler & Shumaker, 1989;

Ellis, Sabomie & Marshall, 1989) has done considérable research on cognitive

reading stratégies with leaming disabled students. Although he has developed an

effective strategy intervention plan, his assessment methods which focus on

compréhension, decoding and metacognition are not very detailed. Two prominent

researchers Frith (1985) and Morton (1969; 1980; 1989) have focused particularly on

reading acquisition in developmental dyslexia.
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Morton's research on dyslexia relates to his earlier work on word récognition in

"normal" individuals, in which he developed the classic logogen model (1969). He

describes the logogen as a "device which accepts information ffom the sensory

analysis mechanisms conceming the properties of linguistic stimuli and from context-

producing mechanisms" (p. 165), at the macrostructure of the text which deals with

the semantic, visual and acoustic attributes of information. Frith's Framework (as it

is called) describes three stratégies in reading acquisition of dyslexies. They are

logographic, alphabetic and orthographie. Without describing these stratégies in

détail, logographic refers to identifying words using non-alphabetic eues or the first

few letters as a trigger, such as a symbol associated with the word (e.g. Coca-cola

sign); alphabetic involves mapping letters to their corresponding phonemes;

orthographie refers to recognising morphèmes instantly (similar to Morton's

logogen). However, Morton's and Frith's models focus on information processing at

a very général level without describing in détail how the cognitive System works.

Seymour (1973) another prominent researcher in language acquisition, has also used

Morton's logogen model to study latency in reading words, naming objects and

comparisons. Unfortunately, much like the bottom-up/top-down models, analyses do

not go beyond looking at how verbal and pictorial stimuli enter and exit the logogen

System. Therefore, the underlying mechanisms, such as processing lexical
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information or propositions are not addressed In the field of cognitive psychology a

text-processing modei has been developed by van Dijk and Kintsch (1983) to reflect

normal reading processing. However, it also lacks detailed descriptions of how

information is processed at différent levels (e.g. semantic, propositional, syntactic/

lexical).

Frederiksen's model of text processing provides a more detailed and explicit

description of each process, and was therefore selected for the présent thesis. This

model was developed to describe the processes and représentations of information

processing in a text not as a reading strategy (see Figure 4). In other words,

Frederiksen's model was developed to describe how the mind processes information

at différent levels when reading a text, not as an intervention tool.
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Figure 4; A siunmary of the text-processing model (Frederiksen & Breuleux, 1990)
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Although the structure of this model is similar to the bottom-up and top-down

models, Frederiksen's emphasis is on the description of the reading process. In this

model the processing of propositions and number of propositions involves both

bottom-up (syntactic decoding) and top-down (semantic compréhension) applications

(Frederiksen, Bracewell, Breuleux, and Renaud, 1990). In an earlier study on text

processing, Frederiksen and Renaud (1987) found that processing occurred at

multiple levels and involved both bottom-up and top-down processing. In a

collection of works on discourse and brain damage, Frederiksen, Bracewell,

Breuleux, and Renaud (1990) suggest that brain damage may affect particular

processes or functions described in their text-processing model. Therefore, based on

the neurologjcal aetiologies of dyslexia, the text-processing model seems appropriate

for the study of reading difficulties suffered by dyslexies. Hence, Frederiksen's

model of text processing bas been selected for the présent conceptual framework as

an effective model to describe where leaming difficulties are présent in the reading

process.

Essentially, this model is stratified, which means that text or discourse is represented

through several independent levels of représentation which interact together

(Frederiksen et al., 1990). In other words, it is assumed in this model that the reader

constructs a cognitive représentation of knowledge structure at multiple levels:
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propositional, semantic and conceptual (Frederiksen, 1975; 1986; Frederiksen et al,

1990; Frederiksen 8c Donin, 1991). Consequently, compréhension is divided into

these three catégories (or levels of représentation), processing' language units,

processif^ propositions and processing conceptual graph structures (Frederiksen &

Breuleux, 1990). The emphasis of this stratified model is on semantic

représentations and the processing opérations involved in these représentations

(Frederiksen et al., 1990^. Processing language units includes

lexical/morphological processing and syntactic analysis which influence

compréhension at a linguistic level. Processing propositions consists of intermediate

semantic représentations encoded in the text base. This level includes semantic

interprétation, local propositional inferences (cohérence) and logical and macro-

structure infererwes on propositions. Finally, processing conceptual graph

structures link semantic networks to propositional information into memory and

consist of semantic network génération, integrative opérations andframe génération

(parsing & pattem-matching). Each processing level will be discussed in greater

détail in the conceptual framework in Chapter 3.

According to Frederiksen and Breuleux (1990), research in cognitive psychology may

be divided into two main catégories. The first involves déclarative knowledge which

places emphasis on leaning, text génération, compréhension and natural language
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processing. The second categoiy focuses on goal-directed action, that is, procédural

knowledge such as problem solving. The second category can relate specifically to

the interprétation of reading problems sulfered by dyslexies as a problem-solving

issue. This goal-directed approach may be further analyzed using a semantic

représentation. As mentioned in the previous section on problem solving, a semantic

représentation is made up of constructs that model intemal symbolic structures that

represent conceptual meaning (Bédard, 1993; Frederiksen & Breuleux, 1990;

Greeno, 1977). One effective method to gain access to this semantic représentation

in problem-solving tasks is through verbal protocols, such as the method used by

Bédard (1993). From this protocol, a detailed analysis can be made focusing on the

propositions (Frederiksen et al. 1990).

The smallest unit of processing in this goal-directed action is the proposition and may

consist of an event, a state, a function, etc. Hence, blocks of meaning in a situation,

such as reading, are divided into propositions. These propositions are significant in

an analysis since they represent the semantic information in working memory which

are communicated through clauses or sentences (Frederiksen & Donin, 1991).

Propositions are also defïned in terms of truth value (van Dijk & Kintsch, 1983).

That is, they must be either true or false. For instance, the sentence: "the room is

cold" has a truth value, but "the room" or "is cold" do not have truth values.
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This is where a model such as Frederiksen's text-processing model cornes into play.

Propositions can be associated with the différent processes involved in reading a text.

For instance, propositions which are highly lexical and involve syntactic analysis

would reflect the processing of language nnits. On the other hand, propositions

which have semantic content would involve processing conceptual graph structures.

Therefore, the entire process of reading a text, once it is broken down into

propositions, may be categorized into the différent processes which are activated

during the reading process. Hence, a "reading profile" may be drawn up which

describes the reading process of an individual. In the following SQCÛon, problem

solving will be integrated with dyslexia and the concept of reading as text processing.

Problem solving will also serve as a canvas in Chapter 2 in order to develop a

conceptual ffamework which gives a more concrète illustration of how dyslexia can

be further understood using the text-processing model by describing dyslexia as a

problem-solving difficulty.

6. Dyslexia and Text Processing as Problem Solving

In the previous sections, dyslexia, the concept of text processing and problem solving

were defmed separately. The challenge of this section is to demonstrate how they

may be integrated together to form a more concise interprétation of dyslexia.
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Problem solving was described as an element of information processing using a

cognitive approach. The text-processing model, which stems from information-

processing théories, breaks down the reading process into components. Therefore,

both the problem-solving approach and the text-processing model which stem from

information-processing théories recognize the proposition as the building blocks of

meaning to analyze aspects of language such as semantic meaning and syntax.

Seymour (1986) bas suggested that dyslexia is derived from inefïîciencies in spécifie

components of information processing in reading compétence. These common

éléments demonstrate that problem solving and the text-processing model should be

compatible with a conceptual framework based on information-processing théories.

However, the link to dyslexia must also be made.

By interpreting dyslexia as a reading problem, an information-processing approach

can be used to link it to problem solving and text processing. A reading task requires

the use of problem solving particularly when the reader encounters difïïculties. As

mentioned previously, children leaming to read implicitly use problem-solving

stratégies to help décodé new words, or look at the picture to help them understand

the story. Experts' use of problem-solving stratégies is a fairly automatic process.

However, they will also, from time to time, have difFiculty with a text (e.g. science

article with technical words) requiring additional problem-solving skills (such as
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decoding syllable-by-syllable). Experts usually overcome difïiculties in reading with

the adéquate problem-solving skills, but this is not the case for dyslexies. Dyslexies

are eonstantly faeed with problems when reading and must resort to problem-solving

stratégies to help deeode and understand. Therefore, problem solving is a very

important element for dyslexies to rely on during a reading task. However, if these

stratégies are not proeessed adequately, problem solving will not faeilitate

compréhension.

In Section 4 on problem solving, most of the reading difïiculties suflfered by children

were located in the représentation of the problem in the reading process, not in the

reading stratégies they used. Therefore, the problem-solving process which helps

dyslexies read, is also flawed by their inaccurate représentations and as a resuit

hampers their reading. A more detailed analysis which focuses on dyslexie children's

problems of représentation must be made to diminish this dichotomy. Considering

that reading difïiculties suffered by dyslexies are due to poor or inaccurate

représentations of the problem, a model which describes the reading process in

greater détail may be used to pinpoint which processes are related to these inaccurate

représentations. In Chapter 3, a conceptual fi^ework tying in this triad will further

explain dyslexia in terms of text processing and problem solving and will describe

the pertinence to éducation.
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CHAPTERH

DEFINITION OF THE RESEARCH PROBLEM

The fîrst section of this chapter will présent the "problématique" of dyslexia by

highlighting the strengths and weaknesses of the définitions of dyslexia and the

theoretical approaches that study dyslexia. The second section of this chapter will

state the objectives of this thesis. The initial conceptual firamework will be presented

in the final section of this chapter.

1. "Problématique"

This section will review the difficulties in defining dyslexia as an operational term in

éducation and will emphasize the lack of tools available in éducation to help

dyslexies. Next, the neurological, neurolinguistic and genetic approaches will be

summarized in order to emphasize that research on dyslexia is generally limited to

the médical fields.
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With regard to defining dyslexia, the greatest problem was identified as the

exclusionary définition, such as the one used by the Leaming Disabilities Association

of Canada, which uses a process of élimination. Thus, if a child has presumably

normal intelligence, is as least two years behind in reading ability and shows no signs

of troubled social, économie, motivational, or emotional factors (LDAC, 1991), he

must be dyslexie. As already argued, a more appropriate définition for the field of

éducation is the categorization of deep and surface dyslexia. This définition

identifies dyslexia as primarily a decoding and compréhension problem which

applies to reading and other areas of leaming.

There are testing tools which identify dyslexia, such as the Dyslexia Screening

Instrument (The Psychological Corporation, 1995) which is designed to identify a

"cluster" of characteristics associated with dyslexia However, it is not designed to

pinpoint spécifie problems in reading or other areas in leaming. Therefore, no formai

tools were found (according to the présent review) which can identify spécifie

aspects of reading difficulties (such as decoding and compréhension) for both deep

and surface dyslexia.

Therefore, little is known about dyslexia from an educational perspective. Most of

the research has focused on identifying spécifie neurological areas in the brain
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responsible for dyslexia, such as the motor cortex, the planum temporales, or

hemispheric dominance (Galaburda et al, 1989). Neurolinguistic studies have

identifîed afflicted neurological areas responsible for language development

producing dyslexia. Genetic studies have also contributed significant research on

dyslexia by searching for "dyslexia chromosomes".

Hence, the countless studies conducted on the subject of dyslexia may seem to

suggest that there are plenty of resources available to the educational field. However,

they do not provide the adéquate resources to détermine what stratégies in a leaming

situation (in particular reading) are hampered by dyslexia. Knowing what area of the

brain or what chromosome is responsible for dyslexia does not help a dyslexie child

to read or even understand why he cannot read. Therefore, studies pertaining directly

to éducation are necessary in order to understand what cognitive processes of reading

are alfected in dyslexia so that adéquate tools of intervention may eventually be

developed.

Problem solving was presented as a possible tool to help identify spécifie reading

problems found in dyslexia. The process of problem solving bas been shown to be

more than finding a solution to a problem. In other words, the process of reaching a

solution (including the stratégies used) is as important as the final goal of
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understanding text. In reading, problem-solving stratégies are more apparent when a

child is leaming how to read, an expert is faced with a difficult text and in particular

with dyslexies who have problems decoding and understanding text. Reading a text

with ease also requires problem-solving stratégies to be activated, however, they have

become automatic requiring less conscious effort. The greatest handicap in problem

solving for reading was found to be inaccurate représentations of the problems

associated with the task of reading in dyslexies. However, the présent research has

uncovered no studies which examine the problem-solving process in a reading task

involving dyslexies.

Considering the problems and limitations presented above eoneeming an adéquate

définition of dyslexia and the diagnostic tools available, a sound eoneeptual

fiamework is needed. This is partieularly true in the edueational field, sinee dyslexia

has a direct influence on leaming. A concise eoneeptual ffamework should be based

on a définition of dyslexia which is clear and explicit. This eoneeptual ffamework

should also address a spécifie manifestation of dyslexia which surfaces in a leaming

situation, such as reading problems. The eoneeptual ffamework must then describe

the problems related to this spécifie manifestation. Using reading problems as a

spécifie manifestation in dyslexia, the problem-solving process may be linked with
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text processing to dérivé a conceptual framework that describes dyslexia in an

educational context.

The need for a conceptual framework describing dyslexia in an educational context is

undeniable. Rather than develop an intervention tool without understanding the

fundamental processes involved in dyslexia, an in-depth theoretical analysis must be

made. Furthermore, dyslexia must be defîned in terms of an aspect which is

observable in a leaming situation, such as reading. Therefore, the processes and

stratégies involved in reading must also be understood. The two important elements

that have been linked with dyslexia are problem solving and text processing and are

the building blocks for the conceptual framework. The problem-solving process

helps define reading difïïculties in dyslexia as a problem-solving difFiculty in terms

of how the child represents the initial situation of reading, the représentation of the

goal and the stratégies used to achieve this goal (refer to Figure 3). The problem-

solving model also allows us to focus on one aspect of reading problems which is

fairly easy to detect: reading stratégies. However, by acknowledging that a child has

a problem with a spécifie strategy does not help pinpoint specifically where the

problem lies and what processes are related to this difficulty. This is where the text-

processing model comes into play. This model is mainly used to reflect what types of

text processing (e.g. lexical processing) are activated at a spécifie level (syntactic
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level). By labelling the spécifie problem-solving processing in a given situation to its

corresponding level of text processing, a more detailed description of the reading

problem is given. The conceptual fî ework describes on greater détail, using an

example, how reading problems in dyslexia described as a problem-solving process

can be mapped to the text-processing model. But first, the next section pffesents the

formai objectives which describe the goals of the initial conceptual framework.

2. Objectives

The object of the présent research has four elements: 1) to présent a conceptual

fiamework which establishes a clear link between dyslexia, problem solving and the

text-processing model by; (a) ensuring that the conceptual fiamework is clear and

explicit and by: (b) presenting the concepts of dyslexia, problem solving and text

processing without requiring formai training in these areas; 2) to présent a concise

description of dyslexia which is relevant to the educational field; 3) to elaborate on

the elements of a reading task fî om a problem-solving perspective; 4) to explain how

the reading process (in particular, the dyslexie child's reading process) is represented

in the text-processing model.
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The purpose of the following section is to présent the initial conceptual firamework

which recognizes that dyslexia can be described as a problem-solving difficulty and

can be described more specifically using the text-processing mode!. The final

version of the conceptual framework is presented in Chapter 3 follovsâng the

validation process.

3. Initial Conceptual Framen'ork

The initial conceptual framework was part of the summarized text provided for the

experts (see Annexe D; Section 6). This version was derived fi-om the literature

review presented above.

A normal reader may process information at ail three levels presented in the model

when reading a text. If the text is not too difïïcult for the individual, processing

information with problem-solving stratégies will not be a problem. However, if the

text contains unfamiliar words, the reader will probably have to décodé the words

slowly, thus processing at the syntactic level. Problem-solving skills (such as reading

syllable by syllable) are required when processing information at the syntactic level.

Likewise, a normal reader may require problem-solving skills to help him/her process

at the conceptual level. For instance, reflecting on the général context of the stoiy
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and on the images, may help anticipate how the story will unfold, facilitating général

compréhension. A child who slows down to décodé syllables in a new word is

processing mainly at the syntactic level (also called processing language units). On

the other hand, when a child looks at the picture accompanying a text for dues about

the story, he is processing at a conceptual level. Therefore, as long as the appropriate

problem-solving skills are présent at each level of text processing, obstacles in a text

may be overcome enabling the reader to successfully read a text. The following

paragraphs will describe how reading is affected when the appropriate problem-

solving skills are not présent.

As previously mentioned in the section on problem solving, reading problems in

dyslexies were related to inadéquate problem-solving skills. Surface dyslexies were

shown to bave inadéquate problem-solving skills at the syntactic level since they

cannot décodé effectively. Deep dyslexies lack the problem-solving skills required at

the conceptual level for semantic compréhension. Therefore, reading problems may

be isolated to the spécifie level(s) of text processing where problem solving is

ineffective.

The language units processing level involves two sub-components:

lexical/morphologicalprocessing and syntactic analysis (see Figure 5). The first sub-
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component is the most basic level of text processing in which words and morphèmes

are decoded. Morphèmes are the structural units of a word such as its prefix, root

and suffix.

Processing
language
units

Syntactic analysis
(parsing)

1

Lexical/morphological
processing

Syntactic
Trees

Word/

morpheme
sequences

Figure 5: Processing language units in text processing

Consequently, a child with surface dyslexia^ who is unable to décodé words would

have problems at the language units processing level. Therefore, they do not possess

adéquate problem-solving stratégies to help them décodé (such as reading each

syllable slowly). However, a child suffering ffom deep dyslexia^ is likely to process

mostly at this level since they tend to read syllable by syllable at the expense of

* Surface dyslexia represents difficulties decoding a text while
being able to understand its meaning.

' Deep dyslexia consists of difficulties imderstanding a text without
problems decoding.
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compréhension. The second sub-component (syntactic analysis) involves rules of

grammar and the relation between words.

In the classroom, an example of this difficulty would be a surface dyslexie child

trying to read the word "éléphant". He might pronounce something like: "eleva, e-le-

vator, e-le-ph, e-le-phant". If the child consistently misreads syllables when

decoding, or has to read it several times to successfully décodé, this should indicate

that there is a problem with the child's problem-solving stratégies when processing

language units. The deep dyslexie child might not have problems decoding the word

"e-le-phant" but he would not be able to explain what the word meant.

Processing propositions deals mainly with text at the microstructure (processing at

the level of sentences) and at the macrostructure (processing at the level of the text).

Three sub-components make up the propositional level: semantic interprétation,

local propositional inferences and, logical and macrostructural inferences of

propositions (see Figure 6).
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Figure 6; Processing propositions in text processing

These sub-components require semantic processing and inference capabilities at

either the microstructure or the macrostructure levels. Semantic interprétation and

local propositional inferences refer to the microstructure. That is, compréhension is

established at the level of the sentences rather than the entire text. Logical and

macrostructural inferences of propositions refers to the macrostructure. Therefore,

inferences reflect the global compréhension of the text Reading pattems that would

reflect local propositional inferences and semantic interprétation would be reading

ahead when faced with a difficult word to understand the meaning of the entire

sentence. This is a fairly advanced reading strategy since it requires adéquate
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decoding abilities as well as making inferences about the sentence despite unknown

words.

Deep dyslexies are likely to bave problems with propositional processing since they

must make inferences about entire sentences establishing cohérence between the

words. Surface dyslexies are also likely to have problems processing propositions

since basic decoding abilities are required. An example which reflects poor

propositional processing (local propositional inferences and semantic interprétation)

in dyslexie children (both surface and deep), is having to reread a sentence because it

was forgotten. Their working memory limits their capacity to retain information such

as a list of words. As a resuit, their limited working memory inhibits the problem-

solving process reducing their ability to understand and décodé sentences.

Occasionally, a surface dyslexie child will use inferences to guess words in a

sentence. For instance, the child may say "the cat sat on the carpet" (rather than "the

cat sat on the mat"). The child successfully decoded the sentence except for the word

"mat" but relied on the semantic content and the picture to infer that the cat was

sitting on a carpet. This indicates a successful problem-solving strategy with local

propositional inferences and semantic interprétation sub-components. Successful

problem solving at the logical and macrostructural inferences of propositions could
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involve making inferences about part of the story based on pictures and the semantic

content of several sentences.

The final level of processing is the conceptual level in which semantic

compréhension is processed when reading a text. At this level the text as a whole

(macrostructure) is processed.. Three sub-components form the conceptual level of

processing. They are, semantic network génération, integrative operators andframe-

generation (see Figure 7).

Processing
conceptual
graph

Frame génération
(parsing & ►  Frames
pattem-matching)

1 Linked
Integrative opérations ^  semantic

networks

Semantic network Semantic
génération *  networks

(graphs)

Figure 7; Processing conceptual graph structures in text processing

The first sub-component (semantic network génération) consists of propositions of

related meaning which are grouped together to form networks or concepts. The
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second sub-component (integrative opérations) links semantic networks together and

the last sub-component (frame génération) contains large semantic networks and the

means to store knowledge in long-term memory. Problem-solving stratégies in a

reading task which focus on conceptual processing include using the pictures in a

book to help anticipate what will happen fiirther in the story (not within one or

severai sentences like propositional inferences). Another problem-solving strategy

involves using prior knowledge in long-term memory about characters and events to

understand a story. For instance, prior knowledge about Scrooge and the three ghosts

will help to understand the story of A Christmas Carol (Dickens, 1843).

The two most important sub-components of conceptual processing are semantic

network génération andframe génération (integrative opérations links the two

together). Semantic network génération consists of chunks of information which are

linked into networks to produce meaning. In other words, a semantic network may

include the setting of a story, involving elements such as the time of day, the

characters involved and the elements leading up to this point. The integrative

opérations sub-component links individual semantic networks together. Therefore,

in conceptual processing, text is analyzed more globally (rather than simply decoding

words or processing propositions). In addition, cognitive processes such as the use of

prior knowledge (déclarative and procédural) and metacognition (an awareness of
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one's own thinking) must be activated. By interpreting reading problems as a

problem-solving process, difficulties in conceptual processing may be identified. For

example, if a dyslexie child cannot answer basic questions about a story he just read,

he is probably not extracting the meaning from the story; instead he is just chuming

out words (syntactic processing). If, on the other hand, the dyslexie ehild understands

that a story is about three ghosts that visit Serooge, he ean probably generate

semantie networks (ghosts have ehains and haunt people, Serooge is a stingy old

man) based on his prior knowledge.

Frames are intereonneeted semantie networks whieh are integrated with information

in long-term memory. Therefore, the ehild's knowledge about Christmas eonsists of

a sériés of eoneeptual units stored in memory (winter; gifls; happiness; etc.) whieh

are linked together with new information provided in a text sueh as Diekens's (1843)

A Christmas Carol (not everyone is happy; people ean change; etc.). If a dyslexie

ehild is not be able to summarize the theme of the story (Christmas) he probably bas

diffieulty generating ffames from his long-term memory. In other words, he is unable

to link the new information in the text with his prior knowledge about Christmas to

aehieve a global understanding of the story.
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So far, examples of reading difficulties experienced by dyslexies have been used to

illustrate each level of text processing. To avoid "fitting the data to the theoiy", a

case of a dyslexie ehild reading a text will be presented. Throughout the transeript,

the errors will be identified and assoeiated with either the language units,

propositional or eoneeptual level. The errors will be deseribed as difficulties with a

certain problem-solving strategy required at one of the sub-levels of processing.

Since the purpose of the présent thesis was to develop a sound eoneeptual fî ework

centered around dyslexia, problem solving and text processing, an expérimentation

on dyslexies was not conducted. Therefore, the following case was extracted ffom a

book dealing with the practical implications of dyslexia (Pollock & Waller, 1994). It

is unclear how dyslexia is diagnosed in this case since the authors do not address the

distinction between surface and deep dyslexia. However, regardless of the type of

dyslexia, this analysis should shed light on how problem solving and text processing

relate to dyslexia in a practical setting.

This case involves Mark, a bright 7 and a half year old boy whose reading is hésitant

using his finger to follow the line he is reading. His eyes have been fully checked.

The correct text is as follows;

This is the Glen of Gloom. There are no green plants
in this glen. There are no garden flowers; just twisty
trees, brown weeds and some clusters of orange and
yellow mushrooms sticking up ffom the mud and clay.
Animais never stray into the Glen of Gloom (p. 29).
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This is how Mark reads the passage (words in italics indicate the type of error he has

made or difFiculties he is experiencing);

This is the Glen of Gloom. There are no g..r..green
(sounding oui) plants in the {substitution) glen. There
are no g..ar..gar..garden {sounding oui) flows
{pronounced ̂floes' - mispronunciation and
omission); just twigs {substitution), trees, brown
weeds and some c..l..u..s..t.. cl..us..ters.. clusters

{sounding oui) of o..r..a..ng.. orang {sounding oui and
mispronunciation) and yellow mushroom {omission)
sticking up for {substitution) the map.. mub.. mud
{substitution and reversai) and clay. Animais need
{substitution) stay {omission) into the Glen of Gloom

(p. 29).

By looking at this reading task line by line, the errors may be linked to spécifie

processing levels in the text-processing model. Text in italics describes the errors or

difficulties, while text in bold represents the analysis using the text-processing model.

"This is the Glen of Gloom (no errors are made). There are no g..r..green {sounding

out) (lexical/morphological processing in the Language Units Processing level-the

sounding out of the word "green" indicates that he has difiiculty decoding even

small words; hence his problem-solving stratégies of decoding are not automated

forcing him to sound out each letter slowly);
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plants in the {substitution) (semantic interprétation or local propositional

inferences in the Processing Propositions level-Mark bas substituted "tbis" for

"tbe" indicating tbat be is probably extracting some meaning at tbe sentence

level enabling bim to anticipate. However, bis problem-solving strategy of

anticipation produces erroneous results wbicb do not in tbis case, diminisb

coberence) glen;

There are no g..ar..gar..garden {sounding eut) (lexical/morpbological processing in

tbe Processing Language Units level- again Mark présents difficulties decoding

words rapidly forcing bim to sound ont slowly);

flows; (pronounced ̂floes' - mispronunciation and omission)

(Lexical/morpbological processing in tbe Processing Language Units level -

Mark does not recall tbe correct prononciation of "flowers" and pronouncing it

"flows" indicates be bas difficulty decoding);

just twigs, {substitution) (Semantic interprétation or Local propositional

inferences at tbe Processing Propositions level- Mark substitutes "twisty" witb

**twigs" wbicb probably indicates tbat be bas made an inference based on tbe
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context of the sentence; thus, his problem-solving strategy of anticipating words

bas produced an error but bas not seriousiy bampered tbe coberence);

trees, brown weeds and some c..l..u..s..t.. cl..us..ters.. clusters (sounding out)

(Lexical/morpbological processing at tbe Processing Language Units level- once

more, Mark bas problems decoding words rapidly);

of o..r..a..ng.. orang {sounding out and mispronunciation) (Lexical/morpbologicai

processing at tbe Processing Language Units level- Mark slowly décodés tbe

Word slowly but pronounces a bard "g" ratber tban a soft "g", tberefore be bas

probably not understood tbat be was reading tbe word "orange". Tbis error

also indicates tbat bis problem-solving stratégies at tbe semantic interprétation

of Processing Propositions level were not able to detect tbat be was reading tbe

word "orange");

and yellow mushroom (omission) (Local propositional inferences at tbe Processing

Proposition level- tbe omission of tbe "s" after "musbroom" probably indicates

tbat be understood tbe word before be got to tbe "s"; tbis anticipation strategy

produces small errors witbout deteriorating coberenee);
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sticking up for {substitution) (Local propositional inferences or semantic

interprétation at the Proposition Processing ievel- the substitution of "from"

with "for" implies that Mark may bave anticipated the idiom "sticking up for

someone", in this case bis strategy was not successful since bis interprétation

was not in line with the cohérence of the story);

the map.. mub.. mud {substitution and reversai) (Lexical/morphological processing

in Language Units Processing- Mark appears to be almost guessing from just the

first ietter, then he reverses the "d". Therefore, he has consistent probiems

decoding even small words. It is also possible that he may be trying to anticipate

at the semantic interprétation Ievel, unsuccessfully, rather then décodé);

and clay. Animais need {substitution) (Semantic interprétation or local

propositional inferences in Proposition Processing- Rather than décodé, Mark

attempts to anticipate the word based on the first two letters "ne". Therefore,

his use of the anticipation strategy has produced the opposite conclusion that

animais need to stay in the glen; which is totally opposite to what was previousiy

read in the text);
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stay (omission) (Semantic interprétation or local propositional inferences in

Proposition Processing- this omission may have occurred for varions reasons.

Based on what was read before that animais need...^ark may have anticipated

"stay" as a logicai conclusion or he may have anticipated simply based on the

fîrst two letters "st"); into the Glen of Gloom" (p. 29).

The brief analysis of this case was conducted to demonstrate how a reading task

may be assessed using the text-processing approach. The purpose of this

example, was to indicate how this conceptual framework has practical

applications in a classroom situation and also to show that reading pattems may

not reflect ail levels of processing. For instance, Mark's reading problem-solving

stratégies were limited to the Language units processing level and the Proposition

processing level. Therefore, only the problem-solving stratégies at these levels

could be assessed. Further research would be required to examine the levels of

processing associated with deep and surface dyslexia.

Since the framework is purely conceptual and was not followed by an

expérimentation or case study, a validation process was required. The following

chapter présents the methodology and the results in assessing the conceptual

framework.
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CHAPTERm

METHODOLOGY AND RESULTS

This chapter présents the methodological aspects of the présent research as well as

the results following the validation. The validation process describes the measures

which were taken to validate the conceptual framework. The following section

présents the adiustments to the conceptual framework which were based on the

feedbackof three experts. Third, the conceptual framework is presented in its final

form. Finally, a discussion is presented which suggests possible applications in an

educational context.

1. Validation Process

A thesis which would involve an expérimental method is usually validated using a

formai validation process in which the data is statistically analyzed. Some examples

of the types of validity which may be assessed are: content-related validity, criterion-

related validity, construct-related validity (Anastasi, 1988). Several measures may be
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used to test the validity in an expérimental study such as finding the validity

coefficient and errer of estimate or statistical analyses for bias.

In order to apply these types of analyses quantitative data is necessary. The présent

thesis has taken a theoretical stance in defining dyslexia as a problem-solving

difficulty within the text-processing model. Therefore, no data was coUected.

However, it is possible to evaluate the ecological validity by assessing how

applicable the conceptual ffamework is to éducation and in particular, to the

classroom. This may be done by approaching experts in the field and asking them

questions which cover the theoretical and practical aspects of the framework.

The validation of the initial conceptual ffamework (presented in the previous

chapter) involves three experts. These experts were selected based on one of three

areas of expertise; cognitive psychology, dyslexia, and teaching. The fîrst expert has

a cognitive psychology background to assess the cognitive aspects (information

processing and problem solving) of this research and is a Professor at L'Université de

Sherbrooke in the département de BEPP (Baccalauréat d'enseignement au

préscolaire et au primaire) of the Faculté d'éducation. The second expert is a

Professor at L'Université de Montréal at the École d'orthophonie et d'audiologie and

specializes in dyslexia and aphasia, including diagnosing these leaming disabilities.
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His expertise in dyslexia was used in order to détermine the accuracy of the elements

of dyslexia pertaining to this research. The final expert is a PhD student at McGill

University in Educational Psychology who also teaches at both the Vanguard

Intercultural High School and the Leaming Associâtes of Montréal which specialize

in leaming disabilities including dyslexia. This expert evaluated the pertinence of

this research to the educational field.

These experts were presented with a 24-page summary of the thesis and a

questionnaire. These sections included the Introduction; Dyslexia (Chapter 1,

Section 3); Problem solving (Chapter 1, Section 4); A text-processing model

(Chapter 1, Section 5); Dyslexia and text processing as problem solving(Chapter 1,

Section 6). In Chapter 2 the Objectives (Section 2) were presented along with the

Conceptual firamework (Section 3). Finally, the References and Annexe A were

included in the summary (see Annexe D for the summary). The experts were asked

to comment on the validity of the proposed conceptual framework based on their

professional experience and knowledge.

The questionnaire consisted of six to seven questions (see Armexe E). The first three

appeared in each questionnaire in order to comparatively analyze across experts. The
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remainder related to each expert's area of expertise. For instance, questions relating

specificaily to dyslexia were only addressed to the expert on dyslexia'°

Comments were grouped by question to facilitate editing during the final

adjustments. Only highly specialized individuals were contacted for this validation

process. These systematic measures were taken to avoid decreasing the validity.

2. Adjustments to the Conceptual Framework

The purpose of involving experts in the validation process was to establish the

viability of the processes proposed, particularly in the conceptual firamework.

Therefore, the critiques made by these experts were critical to the validity of the

conceptual framework and were taken into account during every aspect of the

adjustments. Based on these adjustments, a final version of the proposed framework

is presented in the présent thesis.

Adjustments based on the experts' feedback from the questionnaires were made by

responding to one questionnaire at a time since they were received several weeks

Is the categorization of deep and surface dyslexia accepted by most
researchers in this field?
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apart from each other. However, the changes that were made will be presented in the

following paragraphs by looking at the first three questions, which are identical in

each questionnaire, followed by the second half of the cognitive psychology expert

(C), the dyslexia expert (D) and the teacher (T), respectively. Responses to the

experts' comments (RESP) will follow each question when required.

QUESTION 1:

Does the œnceptual framework demonstrate that dyslexia and text processing can be

taken from a problem-solvingperspective?

C-Oui, ceci est amplement démontré.

D-While the text processing possibility is well presented the case for dyslexia is less

well established. Considérable more documentation demonstrating the involvement

of semantic and logical (figure 5) difficulties in dyslexia would be helpful. Some

work on cohérence has been done but very little bas been done on macro-structure

difficulties. The examples presented are less than convincing since most are

ambiguous.

T-Absolutely.

RESP-In order to address the comments made by the dyslexia expert., it should be

noted that the summary did not include the section on language in which the
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cognitive processes of language and reading are explained. Also, most of the

references were removed from the summary to allow for an easier reading of the text.

In retrospect, perhaps these aspects should have been included in the document to

give a more accurate description of the entire conceptual firamework. However, the

section on text processing was further explained, especially the semantic and logical

processes in propositional processing. The examples provided were used to help

situate dyslexia, problem solving and text processing in an educational context to

maintain ecological validity. These examples were not designed to convince the

reader of the validation of this conceptual framework, but merely as a démonstrative

tool to indicate how this framework may apply, eventually, in an educational context.

QUESTION 2 :

Does the conceptualframework allow for a teacher to translate information on

dyslexia into a classroom situation, in order that she may modify her teaching

methods appropriately?

C-Un peu, mais une enseignante ou un enseignant ne pourra arriver à modifier ses

méthodes d'enseignement uniquement en se référant au cadre conceptuel. Elle ou il

aura besoin d'être instrumenté sur les stratégies aux trois niveaux de traitement de

l'informatioa
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D-The first part of the question is straight forward, yes. The question of translating

and modifying the teachers methods is a completeiy différent issue. Well structured

lesson plans with clearly defmed objectives would be required. The examples given

are more at a level of analysis than on implementation. The ability to go ffom

analysis to modifying teaching methods is not transparent.

T-Yes. I believe that the conceptual firamework dœs indeed allow for a teacher to

translate information of dyslexia into a classroom situation. Your use of examples

throughout the text was helpful in making some of these connections.

RESP-Essentially, this question was not worded correctly, since it implied that

implementation of the framework should transcend into practical application. As the

dyslexia expert mentioned this framework has focused on the level of analysis rather

than on implementation. Considérable more work would be required before a

teacher could implement this framework in her classroom, including teaching

stratégies for the three levels of information processing (as mentioned by the

cognitive psychology expert).
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QUESTION 3:

Are there any éléments in the conceptualframework or in any otherpart of the

document which need to be clarified? Which ones?

C- Oui, page 7,3e paragraphe: expliquer davantage comment les résultats indiquent

que les deux facteurs, environnement et hérédité, déterminent l'intensité de la

dyslexia. Page 8: indiquer la provenance de la figure au bas de la page. Page 12,3e

paragraphe: expliquer davantage la dernière phrase "propositions may consist..."

surtout la dernière partie de cette phrase. Page 15,2e paragraphe: indiquer pourquoi

on ne traite pas du niveau propositionnel. Deux niveaux seulement sont considérés.

D- Documentation, documentation. First of ail up to five forms of dyslexia are

described in the literature, some extremely rare such as spelling dyslexia (the subject

bas to spell the word before he can recognize it), visual dyslexia (accompanied with

colour agnosias). In général though, the basic dichotomy is clear. Some researchers

make a distinction between phonological dyslexia and surface dyslexia. Whether this

distinction is pertinent or not is moot in this context. Support for the three levels on

page 11 require considérable documentation and l'm not at ail certain that it is

available. Evidence for the Processing Propositions and Processing Language units

are available but not presented here. It would seem to me that before the framework

can be implemented a lifetime of work needs to be done on the first four levels of the

text-processing model.
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T-I think your paper is very clear. I do have one suggestion however. I found your

discussion of surface and deep dyslexia a little répétitive; page 3, page 4, page 5

(second paragraph, line one), page 6 (second paragraph). I understand on page 3 you

are introducing the concepts and on page 4 you discuss each of them in more détail.

Perhaps there is a way to make those sections less répétitive. I changed the sentence

on page 5, see what you think.

RESP-All technical, syntactic and grammatical errors were corrected. As suggested

by the cognitive psychology expert, more evidence indicating the impact of the

environment and heredity has been added including a twin study on dyslexia. Also,

propositions as well as the entire text-processing model have also been considerably

developed. In the introductory paragraphs of the conceptual framework, only the

syntactic and conceptual levels were initially presented in examples using dyslexia

(prior to presenting the segmented figures). However, a description of the

propositional level with respect to dyslexia has been added.

As mentioned earlier, only a portion of the documentation and references was

provided for the experts. However, following the dyslexia expert's comments, the

use of phonological dyslexia instead of deep dyslexia was mentioned. However, the

other types of rare dyslexias were not included since the intent of this thesis was to
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adopt the taxonomy commonly used by experts in dyslexia, namely deep and surface

dyslexia. Spelling dyslexia as well as visual dyslexia were irrelevant to the focus of

the présent research on reading difficulties. AIso, considerably more evidence for the

three levels of processing (conceptual, propositional and language units) has been

added and fiirther explained.

By comparing the responses of the three experts answering identical questions the

reliabity across judges (inter-judge reliability) may be assessed. That is, interpersonal

différences such as long or short answers and différent perspectives (cognitive,

dyslexia and teaching) may reflect différent answers. Since, it was not known what

type of answers would emerge ffom the questionnaires (no limit on length was set),

standardizing the first three questions enabled a comparison between the three

experts. Several différences emerged as a resuit of the évaluation. First, the dyslexia

expert elaborated his answers considerably more than the other experts and tied in

dyslexia to the cognitive aspects in great détail. The cognitive expert had fairly

detailed answers ffom a cogntive perspective but she also referred to the classroom

situation in terms of how the teacher could apply the framework. The teacher's

answers were much shorter and dealed mainly which the practical aspects in a

classroom. The différences in styles of answering questions did not prove

problematic. Instead, these différences in perspectives gave a rich feedback of
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suggestions and questions. Having looked at these différent styles of evaluating the

document the individual questions were evaluated.

COGNITIVE PSYCHOLOGY EXPERT

QUESTION 4 A:

Is dyslexia adeqmtely characterized as a reading problem?

C-Oui.

QUESTION 4B:

Is this reading problem adeqmtely described as being associated with the problem-

solving process?

C-Ici il faudrait élaborer davantage sur les différentes stratégies dans le processus.

RESP-Section 4 on Problem Solving bas been considerably developed, including

reading stratégies commonly used in problem solving.

QUESTION 5:

Are the main elements ofthe text-processing model in a reading task well explained?

C-Qui, mais on aurait avantage à être plus explicite encore en donnant plus

d'information sur le traitement de la macrostructure.
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RESP-Processing at ail three levels including the conceptual (macrostructure) level

have been elaborated along with additional documentation on the text-processing

model.

QUESTION 6:

Does the text-processing model seem to be an adéquate tool for pinpointing spécifia

readingproblems in dyslexies?

C-Oui, pour certains types de problèmes reliés au décodage et au traitement de la

proposition sur les plans syntaxique et sémantique.

RESP-In addition, this model helps tie in processing of syntactic and semantic levels

by including propositions which involve processing at the microstructure and

macrostructure.

DYSLEXIA EXPERT

QUESTION 4A:

Is dyslexia adequately characterized as a readingproblem?

D-Yes

QUESTION 4B:
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Is this reading problem adeqmtely described as being associated with the problem-

solving process?

D-Yes

QUESTIONS:

Does the categortation of deep and surface dyslexia correspond ta that of most

researchers on this subject?

D-The answer to this question is at présent impossible to answer, depending upon the

setting in which the researcher works, différent descriptions and différent taxonomies

are used. In générai though the différences between decoding and compréhension

difficulties are universally accepted.

RESP-As mentioned in the Portrait of dyslexia and in Section 3, there are several

définitions and classifications of dyslexia. The classification of decoding and

compréhension fit very well into a perspective of dyslexia as a reading difïiculty.

QUESTION 6:

Does Figure 1 accurately describe the relationships between the éléments related to

dyslexia?

D-I love this figure.
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QUESTION 7:

Considering the educational context in which the présent conceptualframework was

developed, doyou detect any important omissions in the description ofdyslexia?

D-See above.

TEACHER

QUESTION 4;

Are the concepts of dyslexia, problem solving and textprocessing (within an

educational context) weli explained without requiring formai training in these areas?

T-The concepts of dyslexia, problem solving and text processing are very clearly

explained and do not require formai training to understand. In fact, I must thank you

for helping to clarify my own understanding of these topics.

QUESTIONS:

Is dyslexia adequately defmed in terms of a leaming difficulty in the classroom?

T-Yes, the concept of dyslexia is adequately defined in terms of a leaming difficulty

in the classroom. Many researchers fail to provide définitions of dyslexia in their

work. Your définition is exceptionally clear and very much appreciated.

QUESTION 6:
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Are there any practical concems which have not been addressed with regard to

dyslexia in the classroom?

T-There are no practical concems that have not been addressed that I can think of at

this time.

The following section présents a conceptual framework which describes dyslexia as a

reading problem due to inadéquate problem-solving skills at either the conceptual,

propositional, or syntactic level using the text-processing model. The framework

relates reading problems suffered by surface and deep dyslexies (such as decoding or

compréhension difficulties) to spécifie levels in the text-processing model \Ndhere

problem-solving skills are not processed adequately.

3. Conceptual Framework

A normal reader may process information at ail three levels presented in the model

when reading a text. If the text is not too difficult for the individual, processing

information with problem-solving stratégies will not be a problem. However, if the

text contains unfamiliar words, the reader will probably have to décodé the words

slowly, thus processing at the syntactic level (Processing language units). Problem-
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solving skills (such as reading syllable-by-syllable) are required when processing

information at the syntactic level. Likewise, a normal reader may require problem-

solving skills to help him/her process at the conceptual level. For instance, reflecting

on the général context of the story and on the images, may help anticipate how the

story will unfold, facilitating général compréhension. A child who slows down to

décodé syllables in a new word is processing mainly at the syntactic level (also called

processing language units). On the other hand, when a child looks at the picture

accompanying a text for dues about the story, he is processing at a conceptual level.

Therefore, as long as the appropriate problem-solving skills are présent at each level

of text processing, obstacles in a text may be overcome enabling the reader to

successfully read a text.

In other words, the conceptual framework proposes that reading difficulties in

dyslexia can be described as a difficulty using the appropriate problem-solving

stratégies. The problem-solving process can also be mapped to the text-processing

model so that difficulties using a spécifie strategy also reflect which level of text

processing is affected. Figure 8 describes this three-way relation between dyslexia

(reading difficulties), problem solving and text processing.
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Figure 8: Conceptual framework linking Dyslexia, Problem solving and Text procesing

Essentially, the reading problems suffered by dyslexies can be described in terms of

stratégies, such as decoding words as a child reads out loud or anticipating the

outcome of a story based on the images. Although reading difficulties reflect

problems with the représentation of the situation (what type of story the child is

reading, how much time he has etc.) and the représentation of the goal (to retain

compréhension, to answer questions etc.), these underlying difficulties can be

detected based on the reading stratégies the child chooses or fails to choose. For

instance, if the child tries to read a new word, he may attempt to décodé the word
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(strategy) by reading it syllable-by-syllable. If he successfully décodés, he bas no

problem using this problem-solving strategy. However, if the child struggles with

decoding, this strategy is problematic.

The problem-solving process may also be tied into the text-processing model. That

is, each level of text processing involves its own problem-solving process. Thus,

difficulties with the problem-solving process involving decoding stratégies

mentioned above, would be located in the syntactic level of processing. Difficulties

with problem solving using higher-level stratégies such as anticipating the next word

based on the context of the sentence, would be located in the proposition level.

Finally, problem-solving difficulties using very high-level stratégies like relating the

text to prior expériences relates to the conceptual level of processing. The following

paragraphs will describe how reading is affected when the appropriate problem-

solving skills are not présent.

As previously mentioned in the section on problem solving, reading problems in

dyslexies were related to inadéquate problem-solving skills. Surface dyslexies were

shown to have inadéquate problem-solving skills at the syntactic level since they

cannot décodé effectively. Deep dyslexies lack the problem-solving skills required at

the conceptual level for semantic compréhension. The propositional level should be
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problematic for both types of dyslexies since it requires an intégration of syntactic

and conceptual processing. Therefore, reading problems may be isolated to the

spécifie level(s) of text processing where problem solving is ineffective.

The language units processing level invoives two sub-components:

lexical/morphological processing and syntactic analysis (see Figure 9). The first sub-

component is the most basic level of text processing in which words and morphèmes

are decoded. Morphèmes are the structural units of a word such as its prefïx, root

and sufFix.

Processing

Language
Units

Syntactic Analysis
(Parsing)

Lexical/Morphological
Processing

Syntactic
Trees

Word/

morpheme
sequences

Figure 9; Procœsing language units in text processing (Frederiksen & Breuleux, 1990)

Consequently, a child with surface dyslexia' ' who is unable to décodé words would

have problems at the language units processing level. Therefore, they do not possess

Surface dyslexia represents difficulties decoding a text while being able to
understand its meaning.
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adéquate problem-solving stratégies to help them décodé (such as reading each

1

syllable slowly). However, a child suffering from deep dyslexia is likely to process

mostly at this level since they tend to read syllable-by-syllable at the expense of

compréhension. The second sub-component (syntactic analysis) involves mies of

grammar and the relation between words.

In the classroom, an example of this difficulty would be a surface-dyslexie child

trying to read the word "éléphant". He might pronounce something like; "eleva, e-le-

vator, e-le-ph, e-le-phant". If the child consistently misreads syllables when

decoding, or has to read it several times to successfully décodé, this should indicate

that there is a problem with the child's problem-solving stratégies when processing

language units. The deep-dyslexic child might not have problems decoding the word

"e-le-phant" but he would not be able to explain what the word meant.

Processing propositions deals mainly with text at the microstmcture (processing at

the level of sentences) and at the macrostmcture (processing at the level of the text).

Three sub-components make up the propositional level: semantic interprétation.

Deep dyslexia consists of difficulties understanding a text without
problems decoding.
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local propositioml inferences and, logical and macrostructural inferences of

propositions (see Figure 10),

Processing
Propositions

Logical and Macro
structure Inferences on

Propositioîîs

t
Local Propositional
(Cohérence) Inferences

Semantic Interpretatior
(Parsing)

■+ Derived
propositions

Augmented
'* proposition

sequence

Proposition
sequence
(text base)

Figure 10: Processing propositions in text processing (Frederiksen & Breuleux, 1990)

These sub-components require semantic processing and inference capabilities at

either the microstructure or the macrostructure levels. Semantic interprétation and

local propositional inferences refer to the microstructure where inferential links are

made from one proposition to another (Frederiksen et al., 1990). In other words,

compréhension is established at the level of the sentences rather than the entire text.

Logical and macrostructural inferences of propositions involve the linking of local

propositional inferences to produce inferences at the macrostructure (Frederiksen et

al., 1990). Therefore, inferences reflect the global compréhension of the text.

Reading pattems that would reflect local propositional inferences and semantic

interprétation would be reading ahead when faced with a difficult word to
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understand the meaning of the entire sentence. This is a fairly advanced reading

strategy since it requires adéquate decoding abilities as well as making inferences

about the sentence despite unknown words.

Deep dyslexies are likely to bave problems with propositional processing since they

must make inferences about entire sentences establishing cohérence between the

words. Surface dyslexies are also likely to have problems processing propositions

since basic decoding abilities are required. An example which reflects poor

propositional processing (local propositional inferences and semantic interprétation)

in dyslexie children (both surface and deep), is having to reread a sentence because it

was forgotten. Their working memory limits their capacity to retain information

such as a list of words (Lecocq, 1991 ). As a resuit, their limited working memory

inhibits the problem-solving process reducing their ability to understand and décodé

sentences. Occasionally, a surface-dyslexie child will use inferences to guess words

in a sentence. For instance, the child may say "the cat sat on the carpet" (rather than

"the cat sat on the mat"). The child successfully decoded the sentence except for the

Word "mat" but relied on the semantic content and the picture to infer that the cat was

sitting on a carpet. This indicates a successful problem-solving strategy with local

propositional inferences and semantic interprétation sub-components. Successful

problem solving at the logical and macrostructural inferences of propositions could
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involve making inferences about part of the story based on pictures and the semantic

content of several sentences.

The final level of processing is the conceptual level in which semantic

comprehension is processed when reading a text. At this level the text as a whole

(macrostructure) is processed. Three sub-components form the conceptual level of

processing. They are, semantic network génération, integrative operators and frame-

generation (see Figure 11 ).

Processing
Conceptual
Graph

Frame Génération

(Parsing &
Pattem-Matching)

Integrative Opérations

1

Semantic Network

Génération

_► Frames

Linked
semantic
networks

^ Semantic network
(graphs)

Figure 11 : Processing conceptual graph structures in text processing (Frederiksen & Breuleux,
1990)

The first sub-component (semantic network génération) consists of propositions of

related meaning which are grouped together to form networks or concepts. The
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second sub-component (integrative opérations) links semantic networks together and

the last sub-component (frame génération) contains large semantic networks and the

means to store knowledge in long-term memory (Frederiksen & Breuleux, 1990).

Problem-solving stratégies in a reading task which focus on conceptual processing

include using the pictures in a book to help anticipate what will happen further in the

story (not within one or several sentences like propositional inferences). Another

problem-solving strategy involves using prior knowledge in long-term memory about

characters and events to understand a story. For instance, prior knowledge about

Scrooge and the three ghosts will help to understand the story of A Christmas Carol

(Dickens, 1843).

The two most important sub-components of conceptual processing are semantic

network génération andframe génération {integrative opérations links the two

together). Semantic network génération consists of chunks of information which are

linked into networks to produce meaning. In other words, a semantic network may

include the setting of a story, involving elements such as the time of day, the

characters involved and the elements leading up to this point. The integrative

opérations sub-component links individual semantic networks together. Therefore,

in conceptual processing, text is analyzed more globally (rather than simply decoding
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words or processing propositions). In addition, cognitive processes such as the use of

prior knowledge (déclarative and procédural) and metacognition (an awareness of

one's own thinking) must be activated.

By interpreting reading problems as a problem-solving process, difficulties in

conceptual processing may be identifïed. For example, if a dyslexie child cannot

answer basic questions about a story he just read, he is probably not extracting the

meaning ffom the story; instead he is just chuming out words (syntactic processing).

If, on the other hand, the dyslexie child understands that a story is about three ghosts

that visit Scrooge, he can probably generate semantic networks (ghosts have chains

and haunt people, Scrooge is a stingy old man) based on his prior knowledge.

Frames are interconnected semantic networks which are integrated with information

in long-term memory (Frederiksen & Breuleux, 1990). Therefore, the child's

knowledge about Christmas consists of a sériés of conceptual units stored in memory

(winter; gifts; happiness; etc.) which are linked together with new information

provided in a text such as Dickens's (1843) A Christmas Carol (not everyone is

happy; people can change; etc.). If a dyslexie child is not able to summarize the

theme of the story (Christmas) he probably bas difificulty generating trames firom his

long-term memory. In other words, he is unable to link the new information in the
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text with his prior knowledge about Christmas to achieve a global understanding of

the story.

Se far, examples of reading difficulties experienced by dyslexies have been used to

illustrate each level of text processing. To avoid "fitting the data to the theory", a

case of a dyslexie ehild reading a text will be presented Throughout the transeript,

the errors will be identified and assoeiated with either the language units,

propositional or eoneeptual level. The errors will be deseribed as difïïeulties with a

certain problem-solving strategy required at one of the sub-levels of processing.

Since this purpose of the présent thesis was to develop a sound eoneeptual

ftamework eentered around dyslexia, problem solving and text processing, an

expérimentation on dyslexies was not eondueted. Therefore, the following case was

extraeted from a book dealing with the praetieal implications of dyslexia (Polloek &

Waller, 1994). It is unelear how dyslexia is diagnosed in this case since the authors

do not address the distinction between surface and deep dyslexia. However,

regardless of the type of dyslexia, this analysis should shed light on how problem

solving and text processing relate to dyslexia in a praetieal setting.
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This case involves Mark, a bright 7 and a half year old boy whose reading is hésitant

using bis finger to foilow the line he is reading. His eyes bave been fully cbecked.

Tbe correct text is as follows:

Tbis is tbe Glen of Gloom. Tbere are no green plants
in tbis glen. Tbere are no garden flowers; just twisty
trees, brown weeds and some clusters of orange and
yellow musbrooms sticking up from tbe mud and clay.
Animais never stray into tbe Glen of Gloom (p. 29).

Tbis is bow Mark reads tbe passage (words in italics indicate tbe type of error be bas

made or difficulties be is experiencing);

Tbis is tbe Glen of Gloom. Tbere are no g..r..green (sounding ouf)
plants in tbe {substitution) glen. Tbere are no g..ar..gar..garden
{sounding out) flows {pronounced ̂ floes' - mispronunciation and
omission)-, just twigs {substitution), trees, brown weeds and some
c..l..u..s..t.. cl..us..ters.. clusters {sounding out) of o..r..a..ng.. orang
{sounding out and mispronunciation) and yellow musbroom
{omission) sticking up for {substitution) tbe map.. mub.. mud
{substitution and reversa!) and clay. Animais need {substitution) stay
{omission) into tbe Glen of Gloom (p. 29).

By looking at tbis reading task line by line, tbe errors may be linked to spécifie

processing levels in tbe text-processing model. Text in italics describes tbe errors or

difficulties, wbile text in bold represents tbe analysis using tbe text-processing model.

"Tbis is tbe Glen of Gloom (no errors are made). Tbere are no g..r..green {sounding

out) (lexical/morphological processing in the Language units processing level-the
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sounding out of the word "green" indicates that he has diffîculty decoding even

smail words; hence his probiem-solving stratégies of decoding are not automated

forcing him to sound out each letter slowly);

plants in the {substitution) (semantic interprétation or local propositionai

inferences in the Processing propositions ievel-Mark has suhstituted "this" for

"the" indicating that he is prohahly extracting some meaning at the sentence

level enahling him to anticipate. However, his prohlem-solving strategy of

anticipation produces erroneous results which do not in this case, diminish

cohérence) glen;

There are no g..ar..gar..garden {sounding out) (iexical/morphological processing in

the Processing language units ievel- again Mark présents difïiculties decoding

words rapidly forcing him to sound out slowly);

flows; {pronounced Jloes'- mispronunciation and omission)

(Lexical/morphological processing in the Processing language units level - Mark

does not recall the correct pronunciation of "flowers" and pronouncing it

"flows" indicates he has difflculty decoding);
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just twigs, {substitution) (Semantic interprétation or Local propositional

inferences at the Processing propositions level- Mark substitutes "twisty" with

''twigs" which probably indicates that he bas made an inference based on the

context of the sentence; thus, bis problem-solving strategy of anticipating words

bas produced an error but bas not seriousiy bampered tbe coberence);

trees, brown weeds and some c..l..u..s..t.. cl..us..ters.. clusters {sounding out)

(Lexical/morpboiogical processing at tbe Processing language units level- once

more. Mark bas problems decoding words rapidly);

of o..r..a..ng.. orang {sounding out and mispronunciation) (Lexical/morpbological

processing at tbe Processing language units level- Mark slowly décodés tbe word

slowly but pronounces a bard "g" ratber tban a soft "g", tberefore be bas

probably not understood tbat be was reading tbe word "orange". Tbis error

also indicates tbat bis problem-solving stratégies of semantic interprétation at

tbe Propositional level were not able to detect tbat be was reading tbe word

"orange");

and yellow mushroom {omission) (Local propositional inferences- tbe omission of

tbe "s" after "musbroom" probably indicates tbat be understood tbe word
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before he got to the "s"; this anticipation strategy produces small errors without

deteriorating cohérence);

sticking up for {substitution) (Local propositional inferences or semantic .

interprétation- the substitution of "from" with "for" implies that Mark may

bave anticipated the idiom "sticking up for someone", in this case his strategy

was not successfui since his interprétation was not in line with the cohérence of

the story);

the map.. mub.. mud {substitution and reversai) (Lexical/morphological processing-

Mark appears to be almost guessing from just the first letter, then he reverses

the "d". Therefore, he has consistent problems decoding even small words. It is

also possible that he may be trying to anticipate at the semantic interprétation

level, unsuccessfully, rather than décodé);

and clay. Animais need {substitution) (Semantic interprétation or local

propositional inferences- Rather than décodé, Mark attempts to anticipate the

Word based on the first two letters "ne". Therefore, his use of the anticipation

strategy has produced the opposite conclusion that animais need to stay in the

glen; which is totally opposite to what was previously read in the text);
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stay {omission) (Semantic interprétation or local propositional inferences- this

omission may have occurred for varions reasons. Based on what was read

before that animais need...,Mark may have anticipated "stay" as a logical

conclusion or he may have anticipated simply based on the first two letters "st");

into the Glen of Gloom" (p. 29).

This reading task may also be represented using a problem-behaviour graph (PBG)

which demonstrates, in a linear sequence, what ievels of text processing are

activated, in what order and how often they appear (see Figure 12). The three levels

of text processing are labelled language mits, propositions and conceptual graph.
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1-LANGUAGE UNITS

lexical/morpho.

2-PROPOSITIONS

semantic inter. or

local prop. infer.

3-LANGUAGE UNITS

lexical'morpho.

4-LANGUAGE UNITS

lexical/morpho.

5-PROPOSlTIQNS

*1 semantic inter. or

local prop. infer.

6-LANGUAGE UNITS

lexical/morpho.

7-LANGUAGE UNITS

lexical/morpho.

7-PROPOSITIONS

semantic inter.

v
8-PROPOsrnoN

local prop. infer

A.

9-PROPOsrnoNS

semantic inter. or

local prop. infer..

10-LANGUAGE UNITS

lexical/morpho.

II-PRQPOSITIONS

semantic inter. or

local prop. infer.

I2-PROPOSITIONS

semantic inter. or

local prop. infer.

Figure 12; Problem-behaviour graph

The brief analysis of this case was conducted to demonstrate how a reading task may

be assessed using the text-processing approach. The purpose of this example, was to

indicate how this conceptual firamework has practical applications in a classroom
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situation and also to show that reading pattems may not reflect ail levels of

processing. For instance, Mark's reading problem-solving stratégies were limited to

the Language units processing level and the Proposition processing level. The above

graph demonstrates that Mark processes only at the Language units and Proposition

levels without any use of the Conceptual level for this reading task. He uses these

two levels altemately and at one point seems to process Language units

(lexical/morphological processing) and Propositions (semantic interprétation)

simultaneously, suggesting that he can décodé units and understand meaning at the

same time. Therefore, only the problem-solving stratégies at these levels could be

assessed using this example. Further research would be required to examine the

levels of processing associated with deep and surface dyslexia.

4. Discussion

The purpose of the conceptual fiamework was to demonstrate that dyslexia is not

only a médical problem, it is a disability which is présent in the classroom, affecting

varions aspects of leaming such as reading, writing, note taking etc. Its purpose was

also to demonstrate that dyslexia can be diagnosed in an educational setting by

analyzing reading difficulties.
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The text-processing model was described, from a theoretical perspective, as a

diagnostic tool which could help identify problematic reading processes in dyslexie

children. Eventually, this diagnostic tool may be evaluated in a practical situation in

order to help develop an effective remediation of reading difïïculties suffered by

dyslexie children. In Section 6, dyslexia was defined as a problem-solving issue.

Using this perspective, practical diagnostic tools may be derived. For instance, a

"reading profile" may be determined for a dyslexie individual. Therefore, the

spécifie aspects of the reading process which are problematic may be identified. In

other words, the text-processing model can serve as a diagnostic tool to help identify

specifîcally which process or processes of reading are hampered in a dyslexie

individual. By identifying reading problems suffered by dyslexies on such a spécifie

level, more effective treatments may be developed. These treatments would focus on

individual problems rather than using général stratégies to improve compréhension or

other aspects of reading. Therefore, this theoretical framework may actually be the

foundation to a practical tool which could then be applied in an educational context.

That is, once the spécifie aspects of text processing, which are problematic in a

dyslexie individual are identified (using propositional analysis), an intervention plan

spécifie to each dyslexie may be developed.
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Considering the formai définition of dyslexia, which relies on exclusionary

information such as no hearing/sight deficiencies or the médical research which

focuses on the biological origins, dyslexia may not appear to be directly usefiil in an

educational context. Dyslexia is a leaming difficulty which is manifested through

problems in many situations (concept of time, working memory, reading, etc.).

Therefore, it is difficult to pinpoint ail the problems related to dyslexia and difficult

for teachers to deal with since it encompasses such a vast array of problems in the

classroom (lack of attention, distraction, errors taking notes).

However, by interpreting the reading problems suffered by dyslexies as an

information-processing problem or more specifically as a problem-solving difficulty,

dyslexia may become more manageable. In other words, it would be practically

impossible to deal with ail the problems manifested in a dyslexie child at the same

time. By restricting the focus to reading problems, a better understanding of the

spécifie reading problems should resuit in a more effective treatment. This approach

is far more helpful and useful in an educational context since the school System can

actively participate in diagnosing spécifie difficulties (with the help of a

psychologist) and plan effective intervention stratégies to help remediate the

problem.
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The scope of the présent thesis dœs not include a development of these profiles nor

an intervention plan. However, these aspects are mentioned to indicate how the

conceptual framework (which présents a link between dyslexia, problem solving and

text processing) may eventually lead to a very concrète and practical application of a

diagnostic tool which relates directly to éducation and ultimately to remediation.
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CONCLUSION

The objectives presented in Chapter 2 were as follows: 1) to présent a conceptual

framework which establishes a clear link between dyslexia, problem solving and the

text-processing model by; (a) ensuring that the conceptual framework is clear and

explicit and by: (b) presenting the concepts of dyslexia, problem solving and text

processing without requiring formai training in these areas; 2) to présent a concise

description of dyslexia which is relevant to the educational field; 3) to elaborate on

the elements of a reading task ffom a problem-solving perspective; 4) to explain how

the reading process (in particular, the dyslexie child's reading process) is represented

in the text-processing model.

The first objective was met in Section 6 of Chapter 1 which described the link

between dyslexia, text-processing and problem solving. This link was made clear

and explicit in Chapter 3 in the conceptual framework where a sample case of a

dyslexie child's reading was used to demonstrate how the text-processing model

could be used by interpreting reading as a problem-solving difificulty. Furthermore,

each of the three concepts (dyslexia, text processing and problem solving) were
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defined and explained individually to provide adéquate information to understand the

conceptual framework without requiring formai training in these areas.

The second objective required that dyslexia be defined from an educational

perspective. The officiai exclusionary définition was described as irrelevant to

understanding dyslexia ffom an educational perspective. As a resuit, reading

problems which are manifested in dyslexies was the focus of the présent research.

By limiting the focus of dyslexia to reading difficulties (rather than including

working memory problems, spelling problems etc.), the development of an adéquate

conceptual fî ework becomes attainable.

The third objective was attained in Chapter 3 in the conceptual fî amework where the

reading task of the dyslexie child was broken down and linked to the processes of the

text-processing model. Difficulties at each level of processing were explained as

inadéquate problem-solving stratégies which hamper text processing.

The final objective relates specifically to the text-processing model in tenus of the

accuracy of its représentation of the reading process. The problem-behaviour graph

demonstrated in a linear fashion how the reading process jumps firom one level to
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another. Unfortunately, the example provided did not reflect any processing at the

conceptual level.

Having attained the objectives listed above, the iimits of the présent thesis must be

presented. The literature review was not exhaustive. Hence, other elements of

dyslexia were deliberateiy left out such as, spelling problems, working-memory

problems, etc. to focus specifically on reading. Further research could involve

looking at these other elements of dyslexia and how they relate to the présent

conceptual ffamework. For instance, can spelling problems be described as a

problem-solving difïïculty within a text-processing model of writing? Another

interesting topic could involve looking at how several manifestations of dyslexia

(reading, spelling, and working-memory problems) are correlated with each other and

how these manifestations dififer between surface and deep dyslexies.

Within the conceptual firamework, a sample of a reading task was presented to

demonstrate, in practical terms, how the conceptual framework could be applied.

Whether this framework can be applied to ail dyslexies bas not been established yet.

Further investigation of the reading process would be required to obtain a more

thorough understanding of how dyslexie children process text at ail three levels.
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Furthermore, the examples of text which were presented were ail narratives. The

narrative structure was selected to demonstrate how reading difficulties, problem

solving and text processing may be interrelated using a concrète example. The

narrative is much easier to analyze in terms of syntactic elements, propositions and

concepts (since the discourse is not disjointed like a dialogue or a more complicated

structure such as the argumentative text). Therefore, the conclusions should not be

generalized to other structures of text.

The validation process was imperative to this research in order to provide extemal

feedback of the conceptual framework. The significance of the positive response

provided by the experts implies that this area of research is pertinent to cognitive

psychologists, experts in dyslexia as well as to teachers. The more data is collected

to understand dyslexia, in terms of problem solving and text processing, the sooner

teaching tools may be developed to shift the focus from diagnosis to intervention.

Ultimately, future research which uses the présent conceptual framework as a

springboard may have an impact on cognitive psychology, dyslexia and teaching.
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ANNEXE A

DEFINITION OF TERMS USED IN FIGURE 1

Acquired dyslexia: The loss of a reading skill already fiilly developed

Biological causes: Causes which are usually a disturbanee in the language
centres of the hrain

Developmental dyslexia:
The failure of the reading ability of a child to develop
normally due to the efîects of some illness or trauma

Environmental influences:

Factors which may amplify dyslexie symptoms may be noisy
classrooms with continuous distractions such as children

asking questions out loud during an exercise or test

Manifestations: Characteristics that reveai themselves as a resuit of a

symptom like dyslexia

Poor motor co-ordination:

Refers to a lack of control of physical movement of the body

Poor spelling: Difficulty writing words that are usually pronounced to the
individual in dictation form

Poor working memory;
Difficulty retaining temporary information such as a
shopping list in memory

Reading problems: Any difficulty in reading and understanding a written text

Symptoms: One or several manifestation(s) of conditions reported by
subjective complaints (APA, 1987)
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ANNEXER

EXAMPLE OF AN EXERCISE USING THE BOTTOM-UP MODEL

(LETTERS) vowels: a 0 u

consonates; b d P

(SYLLABLES) ba da pa

bo do po

bu du pu

(WORDS) ba-ba do-do pu-pu

da-da po-po bu-bu

The reading of a sériés of letters is mastered and is followed by an accurate reading

of syllables. Eventually, the student will leam to read words and sentences. This

method is known as the bottom-up approach since reading begins by decoding the

small units (letters) followed by a progression to words.



ANNEXE C

EXAMPLE OF AN EXERCISE USING THE

TOP-DOWN MODEL
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ANNEXE C

EXAMPLE OF AN EXERCISE USEVG THE TOP-DOWN MODEL
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First he ate some lettuces and some French beans; and (hen he ate some radishes.

(Excerpt taken from Beatrix Potter's The taie of Peter Rabbit 1989)
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This approach emphasizes the contextual eues provided by the image in a story. The

student is encouraged to anticipate the story by using eues such as the expressions on

the characters' faces and the setting of the story. Once a général idea of the story is

developed by the student, the text is presented. The underlying assumption is that the

student will have less difficulties anticipating the words in a text once he is familiar

with the story.
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INTRODUCTION

Consider the following situation, a 12 year-old child is entering his first year of high

school and has just been diagnosed by a psychologist as having dysiexia. The teacher

bas heard of dysiexia but has never had a dyslexie child in her class. The child's

parents have told the teacher that their son has problems paying attention and has

trouble reading. More specifîcally, he has problems with his working memory which

makes it difficult to remember lists of items such as a grocery list. His parents also

said that his IQ was normal but his verbal IQ was much lower than his performance

IQ. Although the teacher is aware of these problems, she does not know how this

information translates into a classroom situation and therefore, dœs not know how to

modily her teaching methods.

Several tools which help diagnose dysiexia are available but are not directly related

to difficulties experienced in an educational context such as reading problems.

Therefore, despite the prolific amount of resources available on dysiexia, teaching

methods for children stricken with this problem have proven to be inadéquate

(Estienne, 1989). These resources are much more adapted to clinical applications

such as a psychological approach of diagnosing leaming disabilities. Furthermore,

teachers do not possess adéquate training to deal with dyslexie children in a
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classroom situation (Levet Reynaud, 1995). This may be due, in part, to the

abundance of research on dyslexia. A researcher wdshing to know more about

dyslexia will find that he/she bas opened a Pandora's box.

Research on dyslexia is considerably varied and several terms bave been used to

categorize subtypes. Two main types of dyslexia bave emerged over tbe years. Tbey

are surface dyslexia and deep dyslexia. Surface dyslexia consists of problems

decoding^^ words into units of speech witbout interfering witb tbe compréhension of

a text. Deep dyslexia corresponds witb compréhension problems witbout sbowing

any difficulty in decoding a text. Several biological factors, usually a disturbance in

tbe language centres of tbe brain, bave been identified as tbe causes of dyslexia.

Dyslexia can emerge as a resuit of several combinations of tbese factors, and can be

amplified due to tbe influence of tbe environment.

Tbe object of tbe présent research is to propose an explicit conceptual firamework

wbicb describes a link between dyslexia, a text-processing model and problem

solving so tbat it may eventually be suitable for a practical application in an

educational context. Tbe conceptual framework will be explicit in tbe sense tbat tbe

Decoding refers to the process of interpreting written or spoken
language. The process of interest in the présent research involves Ûie
decoding of writtai words to speech, which occms during reading.
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éléments linking dyslexia to problem solving and text processing will be described in

great détail strictly from a theoretical perspective. This will be done by presenting a

summary of the current research conducted in three différent fïelds (neurology,

neurolinguistics, and genetics) which bave defined and explained dyslexia according

to their own perspective. The présent research will go beyond these perspectives

using information-processing théories in cognitive psychology as a theoretical

backdrop.

1. Dyslexia

The following categorization of dyslexia is more pertinent to the problems which are

manifested in an educational setting. This categorization bas since been dissected

into varions sub-components. Two main branches are currently used, namely,

surface dyslexia and deep dyslexia. Surface dyslexia refers to a decoding problem.

That is, a difficulty in decoding the written words of a text. However, the semantic

compréhension of the text is not hampered, therefore surface dyslexies can often

guess what is written based on the général context of the story. Deep dyslexies bave

little or no difficulty decoding the words of a text but cannot understand what they

are reading. Therefore, their semantic compréhension is déficient. Letter reversais

(contrary to popular belief) are quite rare. Grifîin (1992) argues that letter reversai
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has been erroneously identified as the key characteristic of dyslexia by lay-people.

However, when letter reversais appear they are usually only présent in surface

dyslexies. Letter reversai will not be discussed in this thesis since it is a minor

manifestation which is not veiy fréquent.

Figure 1 présents a schematic diagram of dyslexia and the factors which are related.

For instance, the causes of dyslexia are biological in nature but stem from either

acquired or developmental factors (Appendix A présents a brief définition of each of

these terms). Acquired dyslexia "refers to the loss of a reading skill already fully

developed" (Quin & Macauslan, 1988; p. 188). This type of dyslexia usually occurs

after an accident causing brain damage. After the accident, the individual could no

longer read or spell and would exhibit the manifestations of dyslexia. Developmental

dyslexia (which is the most common cause) refers to "the failure of the reading

ability of a child to develop normally due to the effects of some illness or trauma"

(Quin & Macauslan, 1988; p. 189). Developmental dyslexia manifests itself through

the development of the child and alters the development of areas such as writing and

spelling. Therefore, both onsets of dyslexia, acquired and developmental, are a

symptom that is the resuit of a disease or a trauma; hence the biological impact.
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Figure 1: A schematic diagram of dyslexia: its engins, causes and manifestations (N.B.
Tenus highlighted by a bold ellipse identify the focus of the présent research.)

These biological causes produce several symptoms, one of which is dyslexia.

Therefore, other symptoms such as poor balance and poor motor co-ordination may

accompany dyslexia. The environment, which plays the rôle of a filter, can influence

the intensity of dyslexie symptoms by amplifying or diminishing them. For instance,

a noisy classroom with continuons distractions may cause further damage to the

dyslexie child by hindering his leaming to read.
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Two types of dyslexia are prédominant, surface and deep (mentioned earlier). Both

types of dyslexia can be detected through the manifestations that appear such as

reading problems, working memory problems or spelling problems ( to name a few).

It is these manifestations which alert us to difficulties, especially in the classroom.

Rather than examine several of these manifestations, the présent thesis focuses on

reading problems which are quite common among dyslexies and are easily detected

in a classroom situation.

Dyslexia is primarily a language problem, involving mainly reading and writing,

which usually shows itself through either decoding problems (surface dyslexia) or

compréhension problems (deep dyslexia) (Casalis & Lecocq, 1992). Both types of

dyslexia produce reading problems (decoding or compréhension). Therefore, reading

is not a simple task for dyslexies since words are not read effortlessly. There are

obstacles which inhibit normal reading such as complicated, imfamiliar words which

are quite debilitating for the dyslexie child.

Reading and writing may be identified as types of problem-solving''* tasks. The

success of these tasks dépends on how effective the stratégies are. Simple tasks

Problem solving tasks refer to tasks in which an individual cannot
immediately find a solution to reach a desired goal with the presence of
constraints estabhshed by an initial set of infoimaticMi.
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require basic problem-solving stratégies such as word récognition, which, for most

readers is fairly automatic. However, a more complicated task may be more difficnlt

to accomplish and require a more conscious use of problem-solving stratégies. These

individuals may be leaming or having problems leaming (such as dyslexies) or may

even be an expert reader faced with an exceptionally complicated text. In the task of

reading, a child must look at the letters, identify groups of letters which make words,

then he or she must interpret the meaning of these words and what the author

intended to say (Giasson & Thériault, 1983).

Any child in grade 1 who is leaming to read faces an enormous challenge in

conducting this problem-solving task. A child with dyslexia in grade 1 who is

leaming to read, either has problems decoding the words and letters properly, or has

problems understanding the story and anticipating what will happen next. Therefore,

a cmcial link in this problem-solving task is missing in the dyslexie child, without

which he or she faces an impossible challenge in leaming to read, this will be further

elaborated in Section 2.

A général description of the characteristics of dyslexia has been presented. It seems

clear that there are several debates as to what these characteristics are, whether they

be anatomical or environmental, tangible or intangible. The most important aspect of
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this section, which is directly applicable to éducation, is the categorization of deep

and surface dyslexia. Although the description of dyslexia as either deep or surface

pertain directly to reading problems in éducation, most research on this topic has

focused on the médical aspects. The following paragraphs describe the main currents

of research in these fields and emphasizes the fact that dyslexia must be understood

as a leaming problem which emerges in the classroom not only as a genetic flaw.

Several théories have been developed to help explain the causes of dyslexia. The

neurological approach, the neurolinguistic approach and the genetic approach have

each developed their own interprétation of the causes and characteristics of dyslexia.

The neurological approach identifies spécifie areas in the brain related to the

différent types of dyslexia such as the motor cortex, the planum temporales, as well

as the theory of hemisphere dominance and processing (Galaburda, Rosen &

Sherman., 1989). Neurolinguists recognize dyslexia as an impaired language ability

which stems from the brain; hence the biological cause is also emphasized. The

study of the genetic causes of dyslexia encompasses many areas such as gene

mapping, twin studies, and DNA replication (Gopnik, 1995).

Despite the médical content of these approaches on dyslexia, certain aspects are

relevant to éducation and in particular to reading. As previously mentioned in
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Section 1, dyslexia is manifested through problems such as reading. The influence of

the environment on dyslexia should not be disregarded since normal reading

acquisition relies on extemal factors such as teachers and books. However, the

genetic influence remains extremely important due to significant physiological

différences in areas of the brain. Therefore, these results seem to indicate that both

the environment and heredity together, détermine the presence and intensity of

dyslexia.

According to neurophysiological research (a branch of neurology), there are two

cognitive processes for decoding (recognizing words) and encoding (spelling from

dictation). They are phonetic decoding and eidetic decoding. Phonetic decoding

refers to the process of sounding out unfamiliar words in order to read them (e.g. a-

ban-don). Eidetic decoding requires an ability to process familiar words which are

spelled irregularly or cannot be sounded out phonetically (e.g. though). Therefore,

these characteristics are probably developed as a resuit of genetic prédisposition and

the influence of the environment surrounding an individual.

Christenson, Grifïïn & Wesson (1990) have identified another aspect of the

neurological approach which is related to an educational setting. This aspect

involves the direct diagnosis of dyslexia. They have presented three ways to
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diagnose dyslexia, the exclusionary diagnosis (presented earlier), the indirect

diagnosis and the direct diagnosis. The first method, called the exclusionary

diagnosis, requires that non-specific reading disability factors, such as low IQ and

sociocultural deprivation, be ruled out; but unfortunately, this does not recognize the

différent types of dyslexia. The second method, which is the indirect diagnosis,

spécifiés that "neurological soft signs" be manifested (ex finger agnosia with reading

failure) and may imply using the WISC-R to compare the verbal and non-verbal

scores. Finally, the direct diagnosis enables us to identify the différent types of

dyslexia and examines the decoding and encoding processes. The latter is the

method recommended by Christenson et al. (1990) and also appears to be the most

pertinent in an educational setting since decoding difficulties may be identified in

tasks such as reading. Therefore, certain aspects of neurology may be transposed to

éducation, such as the link between decoding and the brain, in order to understand

and diagnose dyslexia.

The purpose of this section was to survey the literature of the three main approaches

which presently study dyslexia in order to recognize the developments in research. In

doing so, the factors from these approaches that relate to éducation, such as the

decoding of language and the direct diagnosis, may be applied to form a diagnostic

interprétation of dyslexia in an educational setting.
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2. Problem solving

Traditionally, problem solving was considered a task which was used mostly in well

defined domains, such as mathematics and science. However, exercises such as: "If I

have two apples and I buy four more, how many do I bave now?", are often

erroneously labelled as problem-solving tasks (Tardif, 1992). A problem can be

defined as a task in which an individual cannot immediately find a solution to reach a

desired goal with the presence of constraints established by an initial set of

information. Problem solving consists of actively seeking a solution to reach this

goal by attempting various stratégies (Jonnaert, 1994). Therefore, a problem arises

when the goal to attain is not immediately accessible for one reason or another

(Bédard, 1993). In addition, problem solving need not be restricted to tasks with a

mathematical or scientific content. Leaming to read may also be interpreted as a

problem-solving activity since, the child is faced with a group of letters with which

he/she must make some sense as well as understand the meaning of the text. In this

section, pffoblem solving will be defined in order to provide a practical understanding

of the reading process.

The processes of problem solving can be broken down to indicate the functions of

each part (see Figure 2). Reading will be used to contextualize each of these
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processes. Although these processes are presented in a linear fashion, they may occur

in any order in an actual problem-solving task (Joniuiert, 1994).

, Représentation,
of situation

Initial Strategy —— Hésitation— Goal

State

Représentation'
of goal

Figure 2: A représentation of the problem-solving process

In order to perform a problem-solving task, there must be a situation or initial state

which must be changed. For instance, a child may be handed a book which he must

read in class. From this initial state, the child forms a mental représentation of the

situation shaped by his prior knowledge, such as a feeling of fear that he will not

succeed. The child's représentation of the situation involves three factors. First, he

must understand the problem, that is, know what he is expected to do, such as read a

sentence. Second, the status of the problem must be established, such as how many

variables are unknown and what information is available. The child may know the

context of the story and may be familiar with several words in the sentence, but he

must also be aware that there are unknown words, events and information which he
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must discover. Finally, a question must be formulated which addresses these

unknown variables. That is, what variables the child must discover in order to solve

the problem. Therefore, using the context of the story and the words that are familiar

to him may help him anticipate the unknown words, as well as decoding each word.

The child also forms a mental représentation of the goal that he must reach, such as

reading without making any mistakes, reading to make sense, to solve a problem or

to acquire information for other tasks. To accomplish this, one or several hypothèses

must be formulated. In a reading task, hypothèses are generated in order to

successfully understand sentences and ultimately the text. These hypothèses are

usually formed by anticipating what will come next. Each hypothesis developed by

the child will be tested using différent stratégies to see if the prédictions are accurate.

It is important however, that inaccurate hypothèses not be rejected completely, since

they may be used to verify new alternatives which may appear further in the story.

This process resembles backward reasoning in which a hypothesis is verified and is

replaced by a new one until the correct one is found. Once a représentation of the

problem is shaped by the child, he will attempt différent stratégies in order to reach

his goal. For instance, he might try pronouncing every syllable to get each word

correct, then realize that anticipating what comes next allows him to go faster.
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Hence, he will try several stratégies until he finds one that brings him to his perceived

goal; to read as fast as possible or to read every word correctly.

In a classroom situation, children bave been found to présent more difficulties

representing the initial state and goal of a problem. Yet, teachers tend to emphasize

the development of stratégies or "tricks" to help solve a problem without evaluating

whether the children understand what they are doing. A child does not necessarily

need to understand the purpose of reading when he is first read to or even when he

begins reading. However, when he is reading in school and begins to write, his

cognitive development should include an understanding of the purpose of reading: to

understand. Therefore, not only must a child develop decoding and compréhension

abilities related to reading, he must develop a metacognitive awareness of the process

of problem solving, particularly his représentation of the initial problem and goal.

Dyslexie children are also faced with these challenges but do not succeed as well as

normal readers. Therefore, these problem-solving difficulties must be kept in mind

when deriving a more complété portrait of dyslexia in terms of éducation. The next

section deals with another important aspect affecting dyslexia in éducation: text

processing.
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3. A text-processing model

Frederiksen (Frederiksen & Breuleux, 1990) has extended the components of the

bottom-up and top-down models. This model was developed to describe the

processes and représentations of information processing in a text not as a reading

strategy (see Figure 3). In other words, Frederiksen's model was developed to

describe how the mind processes information at différent levels when reading a text,

not as an intervention tool.
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Figure 3: A summary of the text-processing model (Frederiksen & Breuleux, 1990)
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Although the structure of this model is similar to the bottom-up and top-down

models, Frederiksen's emphasis is on the description of the reading process. He has

defined reading as a problem-solving process involving the semantic

(compréhension) and syntactic (decoding) elements described in bottom-up and top-

down models, as well as the propositional elements. Therefore, Frederiksen's model

of text processing has been selected for the présent conceptual framework as an

effective model to describe where leaming difficulties are présent in the reading

process. It has also been selected because it is more explicit and detailed than the

basic bottom-up/top-down models. That is, the process of reading is broken down

into spécifie components rather than analyzing reading as a global process. Another

text processing model has been developed by van Dijk and Kintsch (1983), however

Frederiksen's model has a more detailed and explicit description of each process, and

was therefore selected for the présent thesis.

The text-processing model divides compréhension into three catégories,

langmge units, processing propositions and processing conceptual graph structures.

Language units includes word/morpheme sequences and syntactic trees. Propositions

involve the proposition sequence, the augmented proposition sequence and the

derived propositions. Finally, conceptual graph structures consist of graphs, linked
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semantic networks and frames. Each processing level will be flirther discussed in the

conceptual frameworL

Research in cognitive psychology may be divided into two main catégories. The first

involves déclarative knowledge which places emphasis on leaming, text génération,

compréhension and natural language processing. The second category focuses on

goal-directed action, that is, procédural knowledge such as problem solving. The

second category can relate specifically to the interprétation of reading problems

sufFered by dyslexies as a problem-solving issue. The smallest unit of this

représentation is the proposition and may consist of an event, a state, a function, etc.

Hence, blocks of meaning in a situation, such as reading, are divided into

propositions. Propositions may consist of ail the semantic distinctions in a sentence

(semantic base) or they may be a truth value and quantified predicates for logical

reasoning opérations (reasoning base).

This is where the text-processing model comes into play. Propositions can be

associated with the différent processes involved in reading a text. For instance,

propositions which are highly lexical and involve syntactic analysis would reflect the

processing of language units. On the other hand, propositions which have semantic

content would involve processing conceptual graph structures. Therefore, the entire
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process of reading a text, once it is broken down into propositions, may be

categorized into the différant processes which are activated during the reading

process. Hence, a "reading profile" may be drawn up which describes the reading

process of an individual. In the foilowing section, problem solving will be integrated

with dyslexia and the concept of reading as text processing. Problem solving will

also serve as a canvas in order to develop a conceptnal ffamework which ties in these

three concepts.

4. Dyslexia and text processing as problem solving

In the previous sections, dyslexia, the concept of text processing and problem solving

were defined separately. The challenge of this section is to demonstrate how they

may be integrated together to form a more concise interprétation of dyslexia.

Problem solving was described as an element of the information-processing process

using a cognitive approach. The text-processing model derived by Frederiksen which

also stems ffom information-processing théories, breaks down the reading process

into components. Therefore, both the problem-solving approach and the text-

processing model which stem ffom information-processing théories recognize the

proposition as the building blocks of meaning to analyze aspects of language such as

semantic meaning and syntax.. These common elements demonstrate that problem
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solving and the text-processing model should be compatible with a conceptual

framework based on information-processing théories. However, the iink to dyslexia

must also be made.

By interpreting dyslexia as a reading problem, an information-processing approach

can be used to link it to problem solving and text processing. A reading task requires

the use of problem solving particularly when the reader encounters difïîculties. As

mentioned previously, children leaming to read, implicitly use problem-solving

stratégies to help décodé neAV words, or look at the picture to help them understand

the stoiy. Experts' use of problem-solving stratégies is a fairly automatic process.

However, they will also, ffom time to time have difficulty with a text (e.g. a science

article with technical words) requiring additional problem-solving skills (such as

decoding syllable by syllable). Experts usually overcome difficulties in reading with

the adéquate problem-solving skills, but this is not the case for dyslexies. Dyslexies

are constantly faced with problems when reading and must resort to problem-solving

stratégies to help décodé and understand.. Therefore, problem solving is a very

important element for dyslexies to rely on during a reading task.. However, if these

stratégies are not processed adequately, problem solving will not facilitate

compréhension.
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In Section 2 on problem solving, most of the reading difficulties suffered by children

were located in the représentation of the problem in reading processes, not in the

reading stratégies they used. Therefore, the problem-solving process which helps

dyslexies read, is also flawed by their inaccurate représentations and as a resuit

hampers their reading. A more detailed analysis which focuses on dyslexie children's

problems of représentation must be made to diminish this dichotomy. Considering

that reading difficulties suffered by dyslexies are due to poor or inaccurate

représentations of the problem, a model which describes the reading process in

greater détail may be used to pinpoint which processes are related to these inaccurate

représentations. The conceptual ffamework tying in this triad will fluther explain

dyslexia in terms of text processing and problem solving and will describe the

pertinence to éducation.

5. Objectives

The object of the présent évaluation has four elements: 1) to présent a conceptual

ffamework which establishes a clear link between dyslexia, problem solving and the

text-processing model by (a) ensuring that the conceptual ffamework is clear and

explicit; and (b) by ascertaining that the concepts of dyslexia, problem solving and

text processing are sufficiently described without requiring formai training in these
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areas; 2) to ensure that the description of dyslexia is concise and is relevant to the

educational field; 3) to understand the éléments of a reading task ffom a problem-

solving perspective; 4) to understand how the reading process (in particular, the

dyslexie child's reading process) is represented in the text-processing model.

The purpose of the following section is to présent a conceptual framework which

recognizes that dyslexia can he described as a problem-solving difficulty w^tich can

be described more specifically using the text-processing model.

6. Conceptual Framework

The following section présents a conceptual fiamework which describes dyslexia as a

reading problem due to inadéquate problem-solving skills at either the conceptual,

propositional or syntactic level using the text-processing model. The framework

relates reading problems suffered by surface and deep dyslexies (such as decoding or

compréhension difïïculties) to spécifie levels in the text-processing model where

problem-solving skills are not processed adequately.

A normal reader may process information at ail three levels presented in the model

when reading a text. If the text is not too difficult for the individual, processing
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information with problem-solving stratégies will not be a problem. However, if the

text contains unfamiliar words, the reader will probably bave to décodé the words

slowly, thus processing at the syntactic level. Problem-solving skills (such as reading

syllable by syllable) are required when processing information at the syntactic level.

Likewise, a normal reader may require problem-solving skills to help him/her process

at the conceptual level. For instance, reflecting on the général context of the story

and on the images, may help anticipate how the stoiy will unfold, facilitating général

compréhension. A child who slows down to décodé syllables in a new word is

processing mainly at the syntactic level (also called processing language units). On

the other hand, when a child looks at the picture accompanying a text for dues about

the story, he is processing at a conceptual level. Therefore, as long as the appropriate

problem-solving skills are présent at each level of text processing, obstacles in a text

may be overcome enabling the reader to successfully read a text. The following

paragraphs will describe how reading is affected when the appropriate problem-

solving skills are not présent.

As previously mentioned in the section on problem solving, reading problems in

dyslexies were related to inadéquate problem-solving skills. Surface dyslexies were

shown to have inadéquate problem-solving skills at the syntactic level since they

cannot décodé efifectively. Deep dyslexies lack the problem-solving skills required at
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the conceptual level for semantic compréhension. Therefore, reading problems may

be isolated to the spécifie level(s) of text processing where problem solving is

ineffective.

The language units processing level involves two sub-components:

lexical/morphologicalprocessing and syntactic analysis (see Figure 4). The first sub-

component is the most basic level of text processing in which words and morphèmes

are decoded. Morphèmes are the structural units of a word such as its prefix, root

and suffix.

Processing
language
units

Syntactic analysis ^  Syntactic
(parsing) Trees

1

Lexical/morphological Word/

processing *  morphème
sequences

Figure 4: Processing language units in text processing
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Consequently, a child with surface dyslexia'^ \n4îo is unable to décodé words would

have problems at the language units processing level. Therefore, they do not possess

adéquate problem-solving stratégies to help them décodé (such as reading each

syllable slowly). However, a child sufïering from deep dyslexia'^ is likely to process

mostly at this level since they tend to read syllable by syllable at the expense of

comprehensioa The second sub-component (syntactic analysis) involves rules of

grammar and the relation between words.

In the classroom, an example of this difficulty would be a surface dyslexie child

trying to read the word "éléphant". He might pronounce something like: "eleva, e-le-

vator, e-le-ph, e-le-phant". If the child consistently misreads syllables when

decoding, or has to read it several times to successflilly décodé, this should indicate

that there is a problem with the child's problem-solving stratégies when processing

language units. The deep dyslexie child might not have problems decoding the word

"e-le-phant" but he would not be able to explain what the word meant.

Surface dyslexia represents difSculties decoding a text while being able
to understand its meaning.

Deep dyslexia consists of difficulties understanding a text without
problems decoding.
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Processing propositions deals mainly with text at the microstructure (processing at

the level of sentences) and at the macrostructure (processing at the level of the text).

Three sub-components make up the propositional level: semantic interprétation,

local propositional inferences and, logical and macrostructural inferences of

propositions (see Figure 5).

Processing
propositions

Logical and macro
structure inferences on

propositions

Local propositional
(cohérence) inferences

1
Semantic interprétation
(parsing)

Derived

propositions

Augmented
proposition
sequence

Proposition
sequence

(text base)

Figure 5: Processing propositions in text processing

These sub-components require semantic processing and inference capabilities at

either the microstructure or the macrostructure levels. Semantic interprétation and

local propositional inferences refer to the microstructure. That is, compréhension is

established at the level of the sentences rather than the entire text. Logical and

macrostructural inferences of propositions refers to the macrostructure. Therefore,
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inferences reflect the global compréhension of the text. Reading pattems that would

reflect local propositional inferences and semantic interprétation would be reading

ahead when faced with a difficult word to understand the meaning of the entire

sentence. This is a fairly advanced reading strategy since it requires adéquate

decoding abilities as well as making inferences about the sentence despite unknown

words.

Deep dyslexies are likely to have problems with propositional processing since they

must make inferences about entire sentences establishing cohérence between the

words. Surface dyslexies are also likely to have problems processing propositions

since basic decoding abilities are required. An example which reflects poor

propositional processing (local propositional inferences and semantic interprétation)

in dyslexie children (both surface and deep), is having to reread a sentence because it

was forgotten. Their working memory limits their capacity to retain information such

as a list of words. As a resuit, their limited working memory inhibits the problem-

solving process reducing their ability to understand and décodé sentences.

Occasionally, a surface dyslexie child will use inferences to guess words in a

sentence. For instance, the child may say "the cat sat on the carpet" (rather than "the

cat sat on the mat"). The child successfully decoded the sentence except for the word

"mat" but relied on the semantic content and the picture to infer that the cat was
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sitting on a carpet. This indicates a successflil problem-solving strategy with local

propositional inferences and semantic interprétation sub-components. Successful

problem solving at the logical and macrostructural inferences of propositions could

involve making inferences about part of the story based on pictures and the semantic

content of several sentences.

The final level of processing is the conceptual level in which semantic

compréhension is processed when reading a text. At this level the text as a whole

(macrostructure) is processed.. Three sub-components form the conceptual level of

processing. They are, semantic network génération, integrative operators and frame-

generation (see Figure 6).

Processing
conceptual
graph

Frame génération
(parsing &
pattem-matching)

1

Integrative opérations

1

Semantic network

génération

Frames

Linked

semantic

networks

Semantic

networks

(graphs)

Figure 6: Processing conceptual graph structures in text processing
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The first sub-component (semantic network génération) consists of propositions of

related meaning which are grouped together to form networks or concepts. The

second sub-component (integrative opérations) links semantic networks together and

the last sub-component (jframe génération) contains large semantic networks and the

means to store knowledge in long-term memory. Problem-solving stratégies in a

reading task which focus on conceptual processing include using the pictures in a

book to help anticipate what will happen further in the story (not within one or

severai sentences like propositional inferences). Another problem-solving strategy

involves using prior knowledge in long-term memory about characters and events to

understand a story. For instance, prior knowledge about Scrooge and the three ghosts

will help to understand the story of A Christmas Carol (Dickens, 1843).

The two most important sub-components of conceptual processing are semantic

network génération andframe génération (integrative opérations links the two

together). Semantic network génération consists of chunks of information which are

linked into networks to produce meaning. In other words, a semantic network may

include the setting of a story, involving elements such as the time of day, the

characters involved and the elements leading up to this point. The integrative

opérations sub-component links individual semantic networks together. Therefore,

in conceptual processing, text is analyzed more globally (rather than simply decoding
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words or processing propositions). In addition, cognitive processes such as the use of

prior knowledge (déclarative and procédural) and metacognition (an awareness of

one's own thinking) must be activated. By interpreting reading problems as a

problem-solving process, difficulties in conceptual processing may be identified. For

example, if a dyslexie child cannot answer basic questions about a story he just read,

he is probably not extracting the meaning ffom the story; instead he is just chuming

out words (syntactic processing). If, on the other hand, the dyslexie child understands

that a story is about three ghosts that visit Scrooge, he can probably generate

semantic networks (ghosts have chains and haunt people, Scrooge is a stingy old

man) based on his prior knowledge.

Frames are interconnected semantic networks which are integrated with information

in long-term memory. Therefore, the child's knowledge about Christmas consists of

a sériés of conceptual units stored in memory (winter; gifts; happiness; etc.) which

are linked together with new information provided in a text such as Dickens's (1843)

A Christmas Carol (not everyone is happy; people can change; etc.). If a dyslexie

child is not be able to summarize the theme of the story (Christmas) he probably bas

difficulty generating ffames ffom his long-term memory. In other words, he is unable

to link the new information in the text with his prior knowledge about Christmas to

achieve a global understanding of the story.
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So far, examples of reading difficulties experienced by dyslexies have been used to

illustrate each level of text processing. To avoid "fitting the data to the theory", a

case of a dyslexie ehild reading a text will be presented. Throughout the transeript,

the errors will be identified and assoeiated with either the language units,

propositional or eoneeptual level. The errors will be deseribed as difficulties with a

certain problem-solving strategy required at one of the sub-levels of processing.

Since this purpose of the présent thesis was to develop a sound eoneeptual

framework centered around dyslexia, problem solving and text processing, an

expérimentation on dyslexies was not conducted. Therefore, the following case was

extracted ffom a book dealing with the practical implications of dyslexia (Pollock &

Waller, 1994). It is unclear how dyslexia is diagnosed in this case since the authors

do not address the distinction between surface and deep dyslexia. However,

regardless of the type of dyslexia, this analysis should shed light on how problem

solving and text processing relate to dyslexia in a practical setting.

This case involves Mark, a bright 7 and a half year old boy whose reading is hésitant

using his finger to follow the line he is reading. His eyes have been fully checked.

The correct text is as follows:

This is the Glen of Gloom. There are no green plants
in this glen. There are no garden flowers; just twisty
trees, brown weeds and some clusters of orange and
yellow mushrooms sticking up ffom the mud and clay.
Animais never stray into the Glen of Gloom (p. 29).
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This is how Mark reads the passage (words in italics indicate the type of error he bas

made or difficulties he is experiencing):

This is the Glen of Gloom. There are no g..r..green
{sounding out) plants in the {substitution) glen. There
are no g..ar..gar..garden {sounding out) flows
{pronounced ̂floes' - mispronunciation and
omission), just twigs {substitution), trees, brown
weeds and some c..l..u..s..t.. cl..us..ters.. clusters

{sounding out) of o..r..a..ng.. orang {sounding out and
mispronunciation) and yellow mushroom {omission)
sticking up for {substitution) the map.. mub.. mud
{substitution and reversai) and clay. Animais need
{substitution) stay {omission) into the Glen of Gloom
(p. 29).

By looking at this reading task line by line, the errors may be linked to spécifie

processing levels in the text-processing model. Text in italics describes the errors or

difficulties, while text in bold represents the analysis using the text-processing model.

"This is the Glen of Gloom (no errors are made). There are no g. r. green {sounding

out) (iexical/morphological processing in the Language Units Processing level-the

sounding out of the word "green" indicates that he has diffîculty decoding even

smail words; hence his prohlem-solving stratégies of decoding are not automated

forcing him to sound out each letter slowly);
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plants in the {substitution) (semantic interprétation or local propositional

inferences in the Processing Propositions ievel-Mark bas substituted "this" for

"the" indicating that he is probably extracting some meaning at the sentence

level enabling him to anticipate. However, his problem-solving strategy of

anticipation produces erroneous results which do not in this case, diminish

cohérence) glen;

There are no g..ar .gar. garden {sounding eut) (lexical/morphological processing in

the Processing Language Units level- again Mark présents difïiculties decoding

words rapidiy forcing him to sound out siowly);

flows; (pronounced yioes'- mispronunciation andomission)

(Lexical/morphological processing in the Processing Language Units level -

Mark dœs not recall the correct pronunciation of "flowers" and pronouncing it

"flows" indicates he bas difficulty decoding);

just twigs, {substitution) (Semantic interprétation or Local propositional

inferences at the Processing Propositions level- Mark substitutes "twisty" with

"twigs" which probably indicates that he bas made an inference based on the
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context of the sentence; thus, his probiem-solving strategy of anticipating words

bas produced an error but bas not seriously bampered tbe coberence);

trees, brown weeds and sortie c..l..u..s..t.. cl..us..ters.. clusters (soundingout)

(Lexical/morpbologieal processing at tbe Processing Language Units level- once

more, Mark bas problems decoding words rapidly);

of o..r..a..ng.. orang {sounding out andmispronunciation) (Lexical/morpboiogical

processing at tbe Processing Language Units level- Mark slowly décodés tbe

Word slowIy but pronounces a bard "g" ratber tban a soft "g", tberefore be bas

probably not understood tbat be was reading tbe word "orange". Tbis error

aiso indicates tbat bis probiem-solving stratégies at tbe semantic interprétation

of Processing Propositions level were not able to detect tbat be was reading tbe

word "orange");

and yellow mushroom {omission) (Local propositional inferences at tbe Processing

Proposition level- tbe omission of tbe "s" after "musbroom" probably indicates

tbat be understood tbe word before be got to tbe "s"; tbis anticipation strategy

produces small errors witbout deteriorating coberence);
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sticking up for {substitution) (Local propositional inferences or semantic

interprétation at the Proposition Processing level- the substitution of "from"

with "for" implies that Mark may have anticipated the idiom "sticking up for

someone", in this case bis strategy was not successfui since bis interprétation

was not in line witb tbe coberence of tbe story);

the map.. mub.. mud {substitution andreversai) (Lexical/morpbological processing

in Language Units Processing- Mark appears to be almost guessing from just tbe

first letter, tben be reverses tbe "d". Tberefore, be bas consistent problems

decoding even small words. It is also possible tbat be may be trying to anticipate

at tbe semantic interprétation level, unsuccessfully, ratber tben décodé);

and clay. Animais need {substitution) (Semantic interprétation or local

propositional inferences in Proposition Processing- Ratber tban décodé, Mark

attempts to anticipate tbe word based on tbe first two letters "ne". Tberefore,

bis use of tbe anticipation strategy bas produced tbe opposite conclusion tbat

animais need to stay in tbe glen; wbicb is totally opposite to wbat was previously

read in tbe text);
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stay (omission) (Semantic interprétation or local propositional inferences in

Proposition Processing- this omission may have occurred for varions reasons.

Based on what was read before that animais need...,Mark may have anticipated

"stay" as a logical conclusion or he may have anticipated simply hased on the

fîrst two letters "st"); into the Glen of Gloom" (p. 29).

The brief analysis of this case was conducted to demonstrate how a reading task

may be assessed using the text-processing approach. The purpose of this

example, was to indicate how this conceptual framework has practical

applications in a classroom situation and also to show that reading pattems may

not reflect ail levels of processing. For instance. Marks reading problem-solving

stratégies were limited to the Language units processing level and the Proposition

processing level. Therefore, only the problem-solving stratégies at these levels

could be assessed. Further research would be required to examine the levels of

processing associated with deep and surface dyslexia.
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ANNEXE A

DEFINITION OF TERMS USED IN FIGURE 1

Acquired dyslexia; the loss of a reading skill aiready flilly developed

Biological causes: causes which are usually a disturbance in the language

centres of the brain

Developmentai dyslexia:

the failure of the reading ability of a child to develop

normally due to the effects of some illness or trauma

Environmental influences:

factors which may amplify dyslexie symptoms may be

noisy classrooms with continuons distractions such as

children asking questions out loud during an exercise or test

Manifestations: characteristics that reveal themselves as a resuit of a symptom

like dyslexia

Poor motor co-ordination:

refers to a lack of control of physical movement of the body

Poor speUing: difficulty writing words that are usually pronounced to the

individual in dictation form

Poor working memory:

difficulty retaining temporary information such as a

shopping list in memory

Reading problems: any difficulty in reading and understanding a written text

Symptoms: One or several manifestation(s) of conditions reported by

subjective complaints
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ANNEXE E

QUESTIONNAIRES GIVEN TO EACH EXPERT

Three questionnaires were developed each containing général questions which were

présent in ail the questionnaires and other questions spécifie to the experts' area of

expertise.

Cognitive Psychology Expert*

1- Dœs the conceptual fiamework demonstrate that dyslexia and text processing can

be taken ffom a problem-solving perspective?

2-Does the conceptual fiamework allow for a teacher to translate information on

dyslexia into a classroom situation, in order that she may modily her teaching

methods appropriately?

3- Are there any éléments in the conceptual fiamework or in any other part of the

document which need to be clarified? Which ones?

4- a) Is dyslexia adequately characterized as a reading problem?

*  ® The above questions may be answered in any order; an answer sheet is provided if required.
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b) Is this reading problem adequately described as being associated with the

problem-solving process?

5- Are the main éléments of the text-processing mode! in a reading task well

explained?

6- Dœs the text-processing mode! seem to be an adéquate tool for pinpointing

spécifie reading problems in dyslexies?

Dyslexia Expert*

1- Does the conceptual tfamework demonstrate that dyslexia and text processing can

be taken ffom a problem-solving perspective?

2- Does the conceptual fhimework allow for a teacher to translate information on

dyslexia into a classroom situation, in order that she may modify her teaching

methods appropriately?

' N.B. The above questions may be answered in any order; an answer sheet is provided if required
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3- Are there any éléments in the conceptual framework or in any other part of the

document which need to be clarified? Which ones?

4- a) Is dyslexia adequately characterized as a reading problem?

b) Is this reading problem adequately described as being associated with the

problem-solving process?

5- Does the categorization of deep and surface dyslexia correspond to that of most

researchers on this subject?

6- Does Figure 1 accurately describe the relationships between the elements related

to dyslexia?

7- Considering the educational context in which the présent conceptual framework

was developed, do you detect any important omissions in the description of dyslexia?
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Teacher

1- Does the conceptual framework demonstrate that dyslexia and text processing can

be taken from a problem-solving perspective?

2- Dœs the conceptual framework allow for a teacher to translate information on

dyslexia into a classroom situation, in order that she may modify her teaching

methods appropriately?

3- Are there any elements in the conceptual framework or in any other part of the

document which need to be clarified? Which ones?

4- Are the concepts of dyslexia, problem solving and text processing (within an

educational context) well explained without requiring formai training in these areas?

5- Is dyslexia adequately defined in terms of a leaming difficulty in the classroom?

'N.B. The above questions may be answered in any order; an answer sheet is provided if required.
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6- Are there any practical concems which have not been addressed with regard to

dyslexia in the classroom?
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ANSWERED QUESTIONNAIRES
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ANNEXE F

ANSWERED QUESTIONNAIRES

Cognitive Psychology Expert

1 - Does the œnceptual framework demomtrate that dyslexia and text processing can

be taken from a problem-solvingperspective?

C- Oui, ceci est amplement démontré.

2-Does the conceptual framework allowfor a teacher to translate information on

dyslexia into a classroom situation, in order that she may modify her teaching

methods appropriately?

C-Un peu, mais une enseignante ou un enseignant ne pourra arriver à modifier ses

méthodes d'enseignement uniquement en se référant au cadre conceptuel. Elle ou il

aura besoin d'être instrumenté sur les stratégies aux trois niveaux de traitement de

l'information.

3- Are there any elements in the conceptualframework or in any other part of the

document which need to be clarified? Which ones?
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C-Oui, page 7,3e paragraphe: expliquer davantage comment les résultats indiquent

que les deux facteurs, environnement et hérédité, déterminent l'intensité de la

dyslexie.

Page 8: indiquer la provenance de la figure au bas de la page.

Page 12,3e paragraphe: expliquer davantage la dernière phrase "Propositions may

consist..." surtout la dernière partie de cette phrase.

Page 15,2e paragraphe: indiquer pourquoi on ne traite pas du niveau prépositionnel.

Deux niveaux seulement sont considérés.

4- a) Is dyslexia adeqmtely characterized as a readingproblem?

C-Oui.

b) Is this reading problem adequately described as being associated with the

problem-solving process?

C-Ici il faudrait élaborer davantage sur les différentes stratégies dans le processus.

5- Are the main elements ofthe text-processing model in a reading task well

explained?

C-Oui, mais on aurait avantage à être plus explicite encore en donnant plus

d'information sur le traitement de la macrostructure.
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6- Does the text-processing model seem to be an adéquate toolfor pinpointing

spécifie reading problems in dyslexies?

C-Oui, pour certains types de problèmes reliés au décodage et au traitement de la

proposition sur les plans syntaxique et sémantique.
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Dyslexia Expert*

1- Does the conceptual framework demonstrate that dyslexia and text processing can

be taken from a problem-solving perspective?

D-While the text processing possibility is well presented the case for dyslexia is less

well established. Considérable more documentation demonstrating the involvement

of semantic and logical (figure 5) difficulties in dyslexia would be helpflil. Some

work on cohérence has been done but very little bas been done on macro-structure

difficulties. The examples presented are less than convincing since most are

ambiguous.

2- Does the conceptual framework allow for a teacher to translate information on

dyslexia into a classroom situation, in order that she may modify her teaching

methods appropriately?

D-The first part of the question is straight forward, yes. The question of translating

and modifying the teachers methods is a completely différent issue. Well structured

lesson plans with clearly defined objectives would be required. The examples given

are more at a level of analysis than on implementation. The ability to go ffom

analysis to modifying teaching methods is not transparent.

* N.B. The above questions may be answered in any order; an answer sheet is provided if required
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3- Are there any éléments in the conceptuaiframework or in any other part ofthe

document which need to be clarified? Which ones?

C-Documentation, documentation. First of ail up to fïve forms of dyslexia are

described in the literature, some extremely rare such as spelling dyslexia (the subject

has to spell the word before he can recognize it), visual dyslexia (accompanied with

colour agnosias). In général though, the basic dichotomy is clear. Some researchers

make a distinction between phonological dyslexia and surface dyslexia. Whether this

distinction is pertinent or not is moot in this context. Support for the three levels on

page 11 require considérable documentation and l'm not at ail certain that it is

available. Evidence for the Processing Propositions and Processing Language units

are available but not presented here. It would seem to me that before the framework

can be implemented a lifetime of work needs to be done on the first four levels of the

text-processing model.

4- a) Is dyslexia adequately characterized as a readingproblem?

D-Yes.

b) Is this reading problem adequately described as being associated with the

problem-solving process?

D-Yes.
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5- Does the categorization ofdeep and surface dyslexia correspond to that ofmost

researchers on this subject?

D-The answer to this question is at présent impossible to answer, depending upon the

setting in which the researcher works, différent descriptions and différent taxonomies

are used. In général though the différences between decoding and compréhension

difficulties are universally accepted.

6- Does Figure 1 accurately describe the relationships between the éléments related

to dyslexia?

D-I love this figure.

7- Considering the educational context in which the présent conceptual framework

was developed, doyou detect any important omissions in the description of dyslexia?

D-See above.
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Teacher*

1- Does the conceptualframework demonstrate that dyslexia and text processing can

be taken from a problem-solvingperspective?

T-Absolutely.

2- Does the conceptualframework allow for a teacher to translate information on

dyslexia into a classroom situation, in order that she may modify her teaching

methods appropriately?

T-Yes. I believe that the conceptual framework does indeed allow for a teacher to

translate information of dyslexia into a classroom situation. Your use of example

throughout the text was helpflil in making some of these connections.

3- Are there any elements in the conceptual framework or in any other part of the

document which need to be clarified? Which ones?

T-I think your paper is very clear. I do have one suggestion however. I found your

discussion of surface and deep dyslexia a little répétitive; page 3, page 4, page 5

(second paragraph, line one), page 6 (second paragraph). I understand on f>age 3 you

are introducing the concepts and on page 4 you discuss each of them in more détail.

*N.B. The above questions may be answered in any order; an answer sheet is provided if required.
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Perhaps there is a way to make those sections less répétitive. I changed the sentence

on page 5, see what you think.

4- Are the concepts of dyslexia, problem solving and text processing (within an

educational context) well explained without requiring formai training in these areas?

T-The concepts of dyslexia, problem solving and text processing are very clearly

explained and do not require formai training to understand. In fact, I must thank you

for helping to clarify my own understanding of these topics.

5- Is dyslexia adequately defined in terms of a leaming difficulty in the classroom?

T-Yes, the concept of dyslexia is adequately defined in terms of a leaming difficulty

in the classroom. Many researchers fail to provide définitions of dyslexia in their

work. Your définition is exceptionally clear and very much appreciated.

6- Are there any practical concems which have not been addressed with regard to

dyslexia in the classroom?

T-There are no practical concems that have not been addressed that I can think of at

this time.


